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June
27-28 ......... Round Lake Antiques Festival on the Village Greens and Parks of Round Lake (pg. 12)

August
1-2 ........... Antiques Fair and Flea Market at Washington County Fairgrounds in Greenwich (pg. 12)
8-9 ................................................. Hudson River Piecemakers Quilt Show in Lake Luzerne (pg. 13)
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Just A Note...
Welcome to our online May/

June Issue. Due to restrictions 
related to COVID-19 (for our 
advertisers, readers, and our regular 
distribution points) our May/June 
issue is being produced online. We 
would appreciate it if you would 
share/forward the link to this PDF 
to get the word out about this 
online edition.

We find ourselves in 
unprecedented times, yet I find 
our community of advertisers 
and readers getting through this 
together and helping each other 
through this also. It is heart-warming to hear the stories from our advertisers and readers of 
ways they are helping others: shops offering curb-side pick up; shops and readers making 
masks to donate and share; events working with crafters to find a future date that works better 
for their event which needs to be postponed—and the list goes on. 

In spite of hurdles and restrictions requiring us to change how we bring you this issue — we 
felt compelled to create this issue so that the articles from our regular writers that you follow 
can raise your spirits, to give you project ideas, to give you new recipes (we know you love 
new recipes), to connect you with our advertisers and so much more found within these 
pages. 

If you hover over a website or email address within ads in this issue, you can then click 
on those links and be taken directly to their website or start an email without having to 
type that info.

Please support the advertisers in this issue as you can—whether that be ordering online for 
mail delivery, getting curbside pickup from a shop, buying a gift certificate to use later, plan 
a road trip for this summer visiting shops with friends, etc. Our advertisers are constantly 
updating their websites and facebook pages and these can be visited from the convenience 
of your home! I’ve noticed several of our advertisers have started posting virtual tours of 
their shop either on facebook or their website, so keep your eye out for those as another way 
to enjoy shopping from home. Also, please visit our Facebook page and become a fan! We 
frequently post updates on shops and other tidbits of information.

 The May/June timeframe is full of gift giving events: Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, 
graduations, teacher gifts, and the list goes on. Please remember to purchase gifts from the 
shops advertising in this issue for your special someone (and don’t forget to order a gift for 
yourself—while you’re shopping). Or, if you can’t decide what to give, most of the advertisers 
offer gift certificates. Spread the news of your favorite shop by giving a gift certificate! 

Please make a point to let the shop owners know that you saw their ad in our paper. Our 
publication exists because the shop owners have placed ads. When they hear from you that 
you saw their ad, they realize that their advertising is well-placed and worth continuing. 
We appreciate your help with this effort. Plus, these shops and events that advertise with us 
depend on your support to remain in business. We want to thank you, our readers, for well, 
being readers and shoppers. We also want to thank our advertisers who continue to make 
this paper possible. 

Both of our daughters have been home with us since mid-March doing online learning 
with fairly strict schedules of work and exams from their schools. Rachel turns 20 in May and 
finishes her second year at Clemson University! Her summer plans have changed recently, so 
she’s working on a new plan to keep her interest in becoming a doctor on track. Grace will be 
finishing 9th grade soon. She had an amazing freshman year with excellent grades, fun with 
sports (well, after her thumb injury healed), new friends and just plain fun. We are so proud 
of the amazing young ladies our two girls are! 

Thank you for reading this issue. Again, please forward the link to this online issue to 
friends, family, fellow crafters/quilters, etc., since our normal distribution has been disrupted. 

Happy sunny May & June to you and enjoy using our publication as your guide to the best 
shopping and events. Stay well!

July/August events due by June 1
Mail a check for $20 with your event info to the address at the top of page 2.

Shows&Events

USA
Arizona: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Arkansas: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
California: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Colorado: Jan & John Keller, 16755 Oak Brush Loop, Peyton, CO, 80831, 719-749-9797
Connecticut: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Delaware: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Florida: Dave & Amy Carter, P.O. Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Georgia: Linda Parish, P.O. Box 389, Lexington, GA, 30648, 706-340-1049
Idaho (N): Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Idaho (S) WA & E. OR: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Illinois: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Indiana: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Iowa: Linda Glendy, P.O. Box 6, Tama, IA, 52339, 641-751-2619
Kansas: Cindy Baldwin, 988 9th Ave., McPherson, KS 67460, 866-966-9815
Maine: Deborah Daney, 660 Country Club Rd. Sanford, ME 04073, 207-324-7482
Maryland: Stacy Lute, PO Box 115, Taneytown, MD 21787, 443-909-0531
Massachusetts: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Michigan: Bill, Marlene and Leslie Howell, 3790 Manistee, Saginaw, MI, 48603-3143, 989-751-8860
Minnesota: Kim and Mickey Keller, 12835 Kiska St. NE, Blaine, MN, 55449, 763-754-1661
Missouri: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Montana: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Nebraska: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Nevada (N): Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Nevada (S): Glena Dunn, 4568 Carol Circle, Las Vegas, NV, 89120, 702-523-1803
New Hampshire: Deborah Daney, 660 Country Club Rd. Sanford, ME 04073, 207-324-7482
New Jersey: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
New Mexico: Jan & John Keller, 16755 Oak Brush Loop, Peyton, CO, 80831, 719-749-9797
New York: Dave & Amy Carter, P.O. Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
N. Carolina: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
North Dakota: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Ohio: Barb Moore, P. O. Box 37, Cable, OH, 43009, 937-652-1157
Oklahoma: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Oregon: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Pennsylvania: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Rhode Island: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
S. Carolina: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
South Dakota: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Texas: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Vermont: Deborah Daney, 660 Country Club Rd. Sanford, ME 04073, 207-324-7482
Virginia: Dave & Amy Carter, P.O. Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Washington & E. OR & S. ID: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
West Virginia: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Wisconsin: Scott & Jennifer Hughes, P. O. Box 276, Altoona, WI, 54720, 715-838-9426
Wyoming: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181

CANADA
Alberta: Marcy Horswill, Suite 114 - 919 Centre St. NW, Calgary, AB T2E 2P6, 587-585-3545
British Columbia: Jenifer Smith, Box 1338, Summerland, BC, V0H 1Z0, 800-784-6711
Manitoba & Saskatchewan: Scott & Marj Kearns, Box 850, Kipling, SK, S0G 2S0, 306-736-2441
Ontario: Harriet Ramos, 115 - 1803 St. Joseph Blvd., Orleans, ON K1C 6E7, 613-424-6420

Publisher Contact Numbers Across the USA & Canada
The Country Register is a network of independently owned and published specialty newspapers 

for the consumer who enjoys outstanding shopping, events, excursions and specialty classes. 
Look for the paper in your travels or for the current issue online. 

For additional information, visit www.countryregister.com

During this COVID-19 timeframe, please be sure to check 
with our advertisers as to their status. Many are keeping 

their website and Facebook page up-to-date with ways you 
can still order from them while restrictions are in place.  
We are all in this together and need to keep supporting  

the small businesses advertising within these pages.
Thank You!

Amy and David

Amy, Rachel, Grace and David

716-668-2655716-668-2655

…That ol’ shopping fever has struck The Olde Steeple, where you’ll  
find dozens of new items to brighten your home.  We are proud to  
feature many locally made items such as jams, dips, soaps & lotions,  

and handmade reproduction furniture. 
We’re sure you’ll find just the right decor to give your  

home and garden that pick-me-up!

381 Main Street • Elma, NY 14059381 Main Street • Elma, NY 14059
     (1/4 mile from Clinton & Transit Roads)

Regular Store Hours:Regular Store Hours:
Wed–Sat 10–5 • Thurs  til 8 • Sun 12–5Wed–Sat 10–5 • Thurs  til 8 • Sun 12–5

“The shop where you’ll never leave empty handed!”

Elma

From Lydia’s Recipe File
Butterfly Waffles
Easy to make and fun to enjoy!

Ingredients (for each butterfly)
1 square waffle, homemade or ready-made frozen
1 cooked sausage link
Fresh fruit to make colorful spots on wings (kiwi, strawberries, and blueberries)
1 red apple
Powdered sugar
Syrup or honey (to serve with the waffle)
Whipped cream or yogurt
Directions
Toast a waffle. Then cut it in half  diagonally to make two wings. Place the points together
on a plate.
Add a cooked sausage for the body between the waffle wings. Warm the butterfly in the
microwave.
Decorate the butterfly with blueberries and slices of  kiwi and strawberries.
Add two thin strips of  a red apple for the antennae.
Dust with powdered sugar.
Serve the waffle with syrup or honey, whipped cream or yogurt, and more fresh fruit.

If  you don't have room for a garden, or only want to
grow a few vegetables, planting in containers is the best
way to go. Almost any vegetable can grow in a container
and with a little care can produce abundantly. Here's how
to get started.

Tools and Materials
• Containers of  various sizes
• Sterilized potting soil
• Shovel
• Trowel
• Drip or hose irrigation
• Fertilizer
It's All In the Pot
When selecting a container, remember that bigger is better as far as ease of

maintenance and size of  harvest. Half  whiskey or wine barrels or similar-sized pseudo
terra-cotta containers are large enough to accommodate vegetables such as large
tomatoes, eggplant, and squash, with room to spare for companion plantings of  smaller
choices such as carrots and lettuce. Five-gallon containers can hold dwarf  tomatoes,
peppers, beans, and many small leafy greens. A window box is even large enough to
grow radishes and arugula.

And In the Soil
For proper drainage, containers need to have holes in the bottom. Also, use only

sterilized potting soil. Garden soil may contain diseases and may not be well drained.
Because you're planting in such a small space, you'll have to be very conscious of
watering and fertilizing regularly. Water with drip irrigation or by hand whenever the
soil is dry 4 to 6 inches deep.

Fertilize every two weeks with a water-soluble fertilizer for vegetables, or add
controlled- release fertilizer at planting time, supplemented with a water-soluble fertilizer
when needed. For large containers, mulching with straw or bark conserves moisture.

Best Plant Combinations
Containers allow you to plant combinations that are both edible and attractive. For

example, try creating a salad container with different colors of  leaf  lettuce, a bush
cucumber, a dwarf  patio-type tomato, and even herbs such as parsley. How about a
tomato sauce barrel with a tomato plant in the center, herbs such as oregano and basil
on the sides, and onions interplanted between the herbs? Or a root crop roundup
container with beets, carrots, radishes, onions, and parsnips in a foot-deep container?

Tips
• Choose bush varieties of  large vegetables such as squash.
• Production may be less than with full-sized kinds, but plants will be much easier to

care for.
• To save space, consider growing some plants up. Choose pole beans over bush

beans, and trellis them along the back of  a container. This leaves space in front to
plant other vegetables.

 –Article from: Home Garden Seed Association (HGSA) www.homegardenseedassociation.com

Growing Vegetables in Containers

I love butterflies. Their beauty, grace,
and seemingly carefree life captivate me.
They also symbolize the HOPE of
brighter things to come.

After all, butterflies don’t hatch as
butterflies. They go through a crawl-in-
the-dirt-and-munch-leaves stage and then
wait dormant inside a cocoon. After
metamorphosis, they burst forth as
beautiful butterflies.

Challenges in life, such as the COVID-
19 pandemic, may make us feel isolated or cocooned. But, like the caterpillar, we can
anticipate a brighter future and go forward with hope. So when possible, let’s break
free and celebrate new beginnings with a butterfly tea. After a season of  hibernating,
gathering with a few family members or friends could be a breath of  fresh air and
hope. Let’s take a tip from nature and use a butterfly theme for a beau-TEA-ful hope-
filled teatime.

Children’s Par-Tea - Any age is a good time for tea. Both the young and the young
at heart would enjoy a fancy or frivolous tea. Using a butterfly theme makes it easy.

For the menu, you could make butterfly-shaped sandwiches. Use a slice of  bread,
cut off  the crusts, and spread the bread with a favorite filling. Leave it open-faced, or
add another crustless slice on top. Cut the sandwich in half  diagonally to make two
triangles. Place the points of  the shorter sides together to make a butterfly. Or cut
each triangle in half  and make two smaller butterflies.  My children enjoyed open-
faced peanut butter butterfly sandwiches sprinkled with sugar.

For the body, place a carrot strip between the butterfly wings. Depending on the
sandwich filling, decorate the wings with bits of  colorful fresh or dried fruit, sliced
olives or chopped veggies, or small dabs of  colorful jam or jelly. These sandwiches will
fly right into everyone’s mouths.

Add fresh fruit and a favorite dessert to the menu. Homemade sugar cookies cut
with a butterfly cookie cutter would be fun for kids to frost and decorate with sprinkles
and candy. And don’t forget the tea. My grandkids’ favorite herbal tea is Celestial
Seasonings Country Peach Passion—served with sugar cubes.

For table décor, include a colorful flower bouquet or plant, and add one or two
artificial butterflies (available at floral shops or craft stores). If  you want to get fancy,
fold napkins into butterflies. (Find directions online.) You could even teach guests to
fold their own.

To entertain children, consider reading The Very Hungry Caterpillar or Fancy Nancy:
Bonjour, Butterfly. Checkout books from the library or order them online. In sunny
weather, young children will enjoy pretending to be butterflies and fluttering around
outside. Maybe some will even come wearing butterfly wings from a costume party or
the Dollar Store.

Butterflies are enchanting. One of  my friend’s grandchildren named them “fuffies.”
And another child called them “flutterbys.”

Adult Butterfly Brunch - An easy menu includes Butterfly Waffles. (See recipe
from In the Kitchen with Grandma elsewhere.) Make them with purchased or
homemade waffles, sausage links, and fruit. Add yogurt parfaits and dessert to the
menu. If  you decide on cake for dessert, you could make it into a butterfly shape. Bake
the cake in a square pan and make cupcakes from the leftover batter. Cut the cake
diagonally to make two wings, place the points together, and frost. Use your imagination
and add colorful sprinkles and licorice vines for antennae. Or frost a pan of  brownies
and turn them into butterflies. Cut brownies into squares and then into triangles.

For the beverage, offer an assortment of  teabags with and without caffeine, and set
out teapots of  hot water so guests can each make their favorite cup of  tea.

–Lydia E. Harris holds a master’s in home economics and has been writing this tea column for
20 years. No wonder her five grandkids call her “Grandma Tea.” She is the author of

Preparing My Heart for Grandparenting and In the Kitchen with Grandma:
Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together.

A Cup of Tea with Lydia by Lydia E. Harris

New Beginnings, Butterflies, and Hope

If  you collect these as a hobby, you are called a Digitabulist. Can you guess what
object a Digitabulist collects?

Here are a few hints:
• The name for what you collect comes from an Old English word for thumb.
• The object can be made of  many materials such as brass, silver, bone china, rubber,

and plastic to name a few.
• You can find these collectables at tourist attractions, antique shops, flea markets,

yard sales, fabric stores, and many more.
• The items come in many shapes and sizes with infinite decorative elements.
• The cost of  one can range from a few dollars to hundreds.
• If  you hand quilt, you probably own at least one.
• These collectable objects can hold sentimental meaning, come from around the

world, and are often attractively displayed in a case or hanging on the wall.
Have you guessed what a DIGITABULIST collects?
One more hint,
• If  you ever played Monopoly, you may have moved this piece around the board

until March of  2017 when it was replaced.

Yes, you guessed it! A DIGITABLIST is a Thimble Collector! To learn about thimbles,
the protective device used at the end of  a digit (finger, in this case) when pushing a
threaded needle through layers of  material, a search of  the internet reveals a wide
range of  interesting thimble topics, photographs, and groups that focus on this all-
important element of  the sewing kit.

-Judy Sharer is the author of  A Plains Life series published by The Wild Rose Press. Book
One, Settler’s Life and Book Two, Second Chance Life are now available wherever online books

are sold. Book three will be released Fall of  2020. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy Judy’s sweet
historical romance series which has a thread of  quilting that runs throughout the family saga

series. Visit Judy’s website for more details. judysharer.com

Who Is A Digitabulist? by Judy Sharer

From Lydia’s Recipe File
Butterfly Waffles
Easy to make and fun to enjoy!

Ingredients (for each butterfly)
1 square waffle, homemade or ready-made frozen
1 cooked sausage link
Fresh fruit to make colorful spots on wings (kiwi, strawberries, and blueberries)
1 red apple
Powdered sugar
Syrup or honey (to serve with the waffle)
Whipped cream or yogurt
Directions
Toast a waffle. Then cut it in half  diagonally to make two wings. Place the points together
on a plate.
Add a cooked sausage for the body between the waffle wings. Warm the butterfly in the
microwave.
Decorate the butterfly with blueberries and slices of  kiwi and strawberries.
Add two thin strips of  a red apple for the antennae.
Dust with powdered sugar.
Serve the waffle with syrup or honey, whipped cream or yogurt, and more fresh fruit.

If  you don't have room for a garden, or only want to
grow a few vegetables, planting in containers is the best
way to go. Almost any vegetable can grow in a container
and with a little care can produce abundantly. Here's how
to get started.

Tools and Materials
• Containers of  various sizes
• Sterilized potting soil
• Shovel
• Trowel
• Drip or hose irrigation
• Fertilizer
It's All In the Pot
When selecting a container, remember that bigger is better as far as ease of

maintenance and size of  harvest. Half  whiskey or wine barrels or similar-sized pseudo
terra-cotta containers are large enough to accommodate vegetables such as large
tomatoes, eggplant, and squash, with room to spare for companion plantings of  smaller
choices such as carrots and lettuce. Five-gallon containers can hold dwarf  tomatoes,
peppers, beans, and many small leafy greens. A window box is even large enough to
grow radishes and arugula.

And In the Soil
For proper drainage, containers need to have holes in the bottom. Also, use only

sterilized potting soil. Garden soil may contain diseases and may not be well drained.
Because you're planting in such a small space, you'll have to be very conscious of
watering and fertilizing regularly. Water with drip irrigation or by hand whenever the
soil is dry 4 to 6 inches deep.

Fertilize every two weeks with a water-soluble fertilizer for vegetables, or add
controlled- release fertilizer at planting time, supplemented with a water-soluble fertilizer
when needed. For large containers, mulching with straw or bark conserves moisture.

Best Plant Combinations
Containers allow you to plant combinations that are both edible and attractive. For

example, try creating a salad container with different colors of  leaf  lettuce, a bush
cucumber, a dwarf  patio-type tomato, and even herbs such as parsley. How about a
tomato sauce barrel with a tomato plant in the center, herbs such as oregano and basil
on the sides, and onions interplanted between the herbs? Or a root crop roundup
container with beets, carrots, radishes, onions, and parsnips in a foot-deep container?

Tips
• Choose bush varieties of  large vegetables such as squash.
• Production may be less than with full-sized kinds, but plants will be much easier to

care for.
• To save space, consider growing some plants up. Choose pole beans over bush

beans, and trellis them along the back of  a container. This leaves space in front to
plant other vegetables.

 –Article from: Home Garden Seed Association (HGSA) www.homegardenseedassociation.com

Growing Vegetables in Containers

I love butterflies. Their beauty, grace,
and seemingly carefree life captivate me.
They also symbolize the HOPE of
brighter things to come.

After all, butterflies don’t hatch as
butterflies. They go through a crawl-in-
the-dirt-and-munch-leaves stage and then
wait dormant inside a cocoon. After
metamorphosis, they burst forth as
beautiful butterflies.

Challenges in life, such as the COVID-
19 pandemic, may make us feel isolated or cocooned. But, like the caterpillar, we can
anticipate a brighter future and go forward with hope. So when possible, let’s break
free and celebrate new beginnings with a butterfly tea. After a season of  hibernating,
gathering with a few family members or friends could be a breath of  fresh air and
hope. Let’s take a tip from nature and use a butterfly theme for a beau-TEA-ful hope-
filled teatime.

Children’s Par-Tea - Any age is a good time for tea. Both the young and the young
at heart would enjoy a fancy or frivolous tea. Using a butterfly theme makes it easy.

For the menu, you could make butterfly-shaped sandwiches. Use a slice of  bread,
cut off  the crusts, and spread the bread with a favorite filling. Leave it open-faced, or
add another crustless slice on top. Cut the sandwich in half  diagonally to make two
triangles. Place the points of  the shorter sides together to make a butterfly. Or cut
each triangle in half  and make two smaller butterflies.  My children enjoyed open-
faced peanut butter butterfly sandwiches sprinkled with sugar.

For the body, place a carrot strip between the butterfly wings. Depending on the
sandwich filling, decorate the wings with bits of  colorful fresh or dried fruit, sliced
olives or chopped veggies, or small dabs of  colorful jam or jelly. These sandwiches will
fly right into everyone’s mouths.

Add fresh fruit and a favorite dessert to the menu. Homemade sugar cookies cut
with a butterfly cookie cutter would be fun for kids to frost and decorate with sprinkles
and candy. And don’t forget the tea. My grandkids’ favorite herbal tea is Celestial
Seasonings Country Peach Passion—served with sugar cubes.

For table décor, include a colorful flower bouquet or plant, and add one or two
artificial butterflies (available at floral shops or craft stores). If  you want to get fancy,
fold napkins into butterflies. (Find directions online.) You could even teach guests to
fold their own.

To entertain children, consider reading The Very Hungry Caterpillar or Fancy Nancy:
Bonjour, Butterfly. Checkout books from the library or order them online. In sunny
weather, young children will enjoy pretending to be butterflies and fluttering around
outside. Maybe some will even come wearing butterfly wings from a costume party or
the Dollar Store.

Butterflies are enchanting. One of  my friend’s grandchildren named them “fuffies.”
And another child called them “flutterbys.”

Adult Butterfly Brunch - An easy menu includes Butterfly Waffles. (See recipe
from In the Kitchen with Grandma elsewhere.) Make them with purchased or
homemade waffles, sausage links, and fruit. Add yogurt parfaits and dessert to the
menu. If  you decide on cake for dessert, you could make it into a butterfly shape. Bake
the cake in a square pan and make cupcakes from the leftover batter. Cut the cake
diagonally to make two wings, place the points together, and frost. Use your imagination
and add colorful sprinkles and licorice vines for antennae. Or frost a pan of  brownies
and turn them into butterflies. Cut brownies into squares and then into triangles.

For the beverage, offer an assortment of  teabags with and without caffeine, and set
out teapots of  hot water so guests can each make their favorite cup of  tea.

–Lydia E. Harris holds a master’s in home economics and has been writing this tea column for
20 years. No wonder her five grandkids call her “Grandma Tea.” She is the author of

Preparing My Heart for Grandparenting and In the Kitchen with Grandma:
Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together.

A Cup of Tea with Lydia by Lydia E. Harris

New Beginnings, Butterflies, and Hope

If  you collect these as a hobby, you are called a Digitabulist. Can you guess what
object a Digitabulist collects?

Here are a few hints:
• The name for what you collect comes from an Old English word for thumb.
• The object can be made of  many materials such as brass, silver, bone china, rubber,

and plastic to name a few.
• You can find these collectables at tourist attractions, antique shops, flea markets,

yard sales, fabric stores, and many more.
• The items come in many shapes and sizes with infinite decorative elements.
• The cost of  one can range from a few dollars to hundreds.
• If  you hand quilt, you probably own at least one.
• These collectable objects can hold sentimental meaning, come from around the

world, and are often attractively displayed in a case or hanging on the wall.
Have you guessed what a DIGITABULIST collects?
One more hint,
• If  you ever played Monopoly, you may have moved this piece around the board

until March of  2017 when it was replaced.

Yes, you guessed it! A DIGITABLIST is a Thimble Collector! To learn about thimbles,
the protective device used at the end of  a digit (finger, in this case) when pushing a
threaded needle through layers of  material, a search of  the internet reveals a wide
range of  interesting thimble topics, photographs, and groups that focus on this all-
important element of  the sewing kit.

-Judy Sharer is the author of  A Plains Life series published by The Wild Rose Press. Book
One, Settler’s Life and Book Two, Second Chance Life are now available wherever online books

are sold. Book three will be released Fall of  2020. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy Judy’s sweet
historical romance series which has a thread of  quilting that runs throughout the family saga

series. Visit Judy’s website for more details. judysharer.com

Who Is A Digitabulist? by Judy Sharer

My friend who cares for her aging father, posted a question on
FB. “Am I the only one who thinks a quarantine, with books and
Netflix and a garden to plant at the start of  spring . . .sounds
divine?” Another friend, Pastor Dan Morgan, wrote:

What a great time to spend with your families! Read a book
together. Sit down and play a video game with your teenagers. Ask
your neighbors if  they need a roll or 2 of  TP. Have devotions together. Go on a walk
and talk to neighbors from 6 feet away. Clean the house. Pray! Look at where God is
at work... don't miss the opportunity to be the hands and feet of  Jesus.

Obviously, this shelter in is a very difficult time and not to be made light of. However,
it will be over. There will be a resurrection of  our lives but how will we have grown in
the meantime?

Right now we don’t have a lot of  control over some areas of  our life. But what if  we
could plan(t) something during this time?

Here is a running list of  ideas:
• Plant something in your yard, garden, or window.
• Take a daily walk for physical and mental health.
• Play a board game when you’re bored. Extra points for the game Pandemic
• Participate in an online exercise class
• Learn something new every day.
• Be still. Ten minutes a day. Replace fear with prayer and thanks.
• Paint a room.
• Listen to entertaining and educational podcasts.
• Order a Gift Certificate from your favorite shop who advertises on these pages or

      order online from their website.
This will be over someday, and some things will have changed. What about us? How

will we be different?
And there will be so much “catch-up” with friends and family and house and work,

but what can we do now to anticipate that?
Plan(t) something. It’s something we can do this season. Let something take root

this Spring and see what grows.

-Ann Stewart © 2020 All rights reserved

Ann’s Lovin’ Ewe by Ann Stewart

Plan(t) Something Now

The Reunion
Imagine looking forward to your sixty-seventh high

school class reunion. My Sharpsville class of  1953 is
doing just that in August of  this year... “the Lord
willing and the creek don’t rise.”

I vividly remember the day that my mother was
preparing to attend her fiftieth class reunion from
the same high school and thinking that she was
getting so old!

She was looking forward to seeing her old friends
and seemed to be behaving somewhat like the
teenager she was at the time of  her graduation.

In the same high school, my father had had a
girlfriend before meeting my mother. At the age of  eighty-nine, having been widowed
and while living temporarily with my husband and me while recovering from surgery,
he received a phone call from that old girlfriend. She was inviting him to attend her
up-coming ninetieth birthday party to be held at her daughter’s home.

I remember Dad sitting in our dining room reminiscing with his old love like the
teenager he was when he first knew her. They talked for some time, but he had to
decline her invitation because of  his health. They were both ninety years old when
they died the following year, having never met again that last time.

Now, it’s my turn to be planning to meet old high school friends for, perhaps, our
very last reunion, now occurring every two years because of  our ages and health issues.
Since our first get-together on the sixteenth year following graduation, I have missed
only one and, until moving to another city in Pennsylvania eight years ago, I had
myself  served on the reunion committee.

Our class was relatively small with only eighty-two graduates. We knew each other
very well. Fully half  of  the class is deceased now. The remaining classmates are in
various stages of  health...from good to precarious...making this particular and
subsequent (if  there are any more) reunions all the more precious.

We can’t take for granted that there will be too many more meetings. One of  our
young graduates, married and expecting a child, died a year or two following graduation.
Another, two days after a reunion a few years ago, died in her sleep during a bus trip
with friends.

“The Lord willing and the creek don’t rise,” I’ll be making motel reservations for my
friend Betty and me, packing my bags, and driving us four-and-a-half  hours back to
Sharpsville for what may be our last reunion. Sixty-seventh!!

I must be really old.

–Gayle Cranford writes from her home in Pennsylvania where she enjoy golf, mahjong, quilting,
and spending time with her family. She writes about her life memories and is an avid contributor

to her local papers with letters to the editor.

Memories & Happenings by Gayle CranfordBuilding Harmony by Jeff  Cappis

Springtime in Harmony
Nature sure has its cycles. As is apt to

happen, springtime rolled around to Harmony
Acres once again. We survived another winter
and managed not to lose the ends of  our
noses to frostbite. Even the dog managed to
get through it without freezing any of  his
“bits” to a snow bank.

We love the spring. In spring, the air is
warm, the snow is becoming a memory and
the forest is sprouting a lush green. The
odorless winter gives way to the smells of  life
and thawing manure. Trees sprout leaves,
butterflies come out from their cocoons and
so does my wife Cathy.

I’m not saying she sprouts big wings with antenna and gets all colorful. That’s just
when she transitions from the inside of  the house to the outside. Now, you can’t
expect to bundle up that amount of  energy in 1400 square feet of  house for five
months. Bad idea. She builds up to detonation and we all want to get her to a safe
distance outside before she goes off. There, at least, nature can absorb the blast.

She’s got the inside of  the house in order. In spring, she gets to burst outside and set
the rest of  our world straight and she gets right to work.

The deck furniture is laid out comfortably on our deck, overlooking our crystal clear
pond and fountains before a backdrop of  evergreens. Vines and other plants drape
over our two-tier retaining wall at the end to the water below where the wild life stop
by to peacefully drink in the shade.

The lawns are lush, green, trimmed, edged and framed with graveled pathways that
are always graded and free of  weeds. The rock walls are clean and free of  debris. The
planters throughout the property are full of  flowers and even the bushes surrounding
our park are trimmed. She keeps the forest clean, too.

Think I’m bragging? You’re right. She is amazing. I’m just a poor writer who still has
to go work every day for a living. But if  she calls what she does “retirement,” then it
sounds easier to just keep going to work. As a matter of  fact, I am beginning to fear
retirement just a little bit. I’m not sure I’ll have the energy for it.

She keeps the place so perfect that the squirrels clean up after themselves (they’d
better!) and the wind only blows branches onto our neighbors’ properties.

Speaking of  neighbors, I heard that Cathy caught one of  our neighbor’s dogs tracking
muddy paw prints across our deck. She told me she chased him off. We haven’t seen
him since. Nobody has. I’ve even seen deer and moose wipe their feet before entering
the property. I’m not kidding.

One day, a couple of  rather large moose were nibbling on a couple of  Cathy’s bushes.
She told me she just confronted them with a calm but rather insane kind of  voice and
said, “What do you think you’re doing?” She said the moose respectfully backed away
and left. We haven’t seen them since. Nobody has.

And so it goes through the summer for Cathy. She works hard but she also takes the
time to enjoy her creation. I’ve always felt in a way like it is her art. A grand 14-acre
sculpture—or maybe she’s creating our Xanadu. Whatever the reason, she does it well
and we love it.

When the summer comes to a close, she begins to pack everything up and prepare
for winter where once again she retreats to her 1400 square foot cocoon and waits to
blossom again in the spring. As with nature and the seasons, Cathy has her cycles too
and they both work beautifully together. Those are a few of  the reasons we live here.

-© 2020 Jeff  Cappis. You can email Jeff  at jcappis@telus.net.
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Countryberries LLC

Whimsies and necessaries for your country home and garden
330 North Road  Deerfield, NH 03037

603-463-7615    www.countryberries.com   Like us on Facebook

This pattern is free for you to use. Please give the artist credit. Not for commercial 
use. Enlarge this pattern to your desired size. Paint on wood or canvas. You can 
also applique in wool or cotton and embroider the stars and text. You can do it with a 
punchneedle too. Whatever technique you choose, have fun!    
Designed by Kathy Graham

Countryberries Designs
United We Stand

NEW Website

Quilt Shop & Primitive Home Accessories

•   Offering many wool appliqué and quilting kits for 
purchase on the webpage

•   Email country.treasures.brockport@gmail.com

61 Main Street • Brockport, NY • 585-637-5148
Online shop: www.countrytreasuresquiltshop.com
Curbside pickup is available Tuesday-Saturday 11:00am - 2:00pm

•   Facebook page : country 
treasures brockport

•   Phone orders available 
585-637-5148

Avon, Brockport
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East Rochester, Ontario

    
Wayne County’s Most Unique Shopping Wayne County’s Most Unique Shopping 

Experience Experience Featuring...Featuring...

315-524-8841
Just ten minutes 
east of Webster 

off  Rt. 104

HOURS
Tuesday–Sunday

10am–5pm

THE EMPORIUM VILLAGETHE EMPORIUM VILLAGE

www.lwemporium.com

Check our Facebook page and websiteCheck our Facebook page and website
for current info and upcoming eventsfor current info and upcoming events

THE LW EMPORIUM CO-OPTHE LW EMPORIUM CO-OP
The Barn is blossoming with fresh gifts, antiques & home décor!

THE FEATHERED NESTTHE FEATHERED NEST
         Gifts for your family, friends and home!

THE WHISTLE STOP ANTIQUE CENTERTHE WHISTLE STOP ANTIQUE CENTER
60 quality antique dealers under one roof!

Heintzelman’s B-B-Q Pit RestaurantHeintzelman’s B-B-Q Pit Restaurant
Taste the magic!

Thomas Jefferson famously wrote to Charles
Willson Peale in 1811 at age 68, “But though an
old man, I am but a young gardener.” Any gar-
dener who has planted peas on a brilliant spring
morning or cut zinnias on a sunny summer day
knows the feeling of  a lightened step, a younger
mood. There is mounting empirical evidence that
gardening is both good for the spirit & for the
body as well.

Of  course, you knew this all along.
1. Gardening Helps You to Stay Lean
You can expend calories by going dutifully to the gym, or you can simply live an

active life: “Non-exercise activity thermogenesis” or NEAT, is now officially recognized
as an effective way to keep incoming and outgoing calories in healthy balance. According
to Dr. James Levine of  the Mayo Clinic, engaging in everyday activities can overcome
a propensity to gain weight. “NEAT includes all those activities that render us vibrant,
unique, and independent beings,” says Dr. Levine. Gardening, for instance, expends
200-400 calories per hour!

2. Gardening Keeps Your Bones Strong
Women aged 50 and older who garden weekly have stronger bones than those who

engage in jogging, swimming, walking, or aerobics, according to a 2000 study by Dr.
Lori Turner at the University of  Arkansas. "We hadn’t expected yard work to be sig-
nificant … But there’s a lot of  weight-bearing motion going on in the garden—dig-
ging holes, pulling weeds, pushing a mower," concluded Dr. Turner.

3. People Who Garden Are Less Likely To Be Deficient in Vitamin D
Vitamin D is widely recognized as the sunshine vitamin. A deficit has been linked to

an increased risk of  a number of  ailments, including common cancers, type 1 diabetes,
and rheumatoid arthritis. Absorbing enough sunlight to allow your body to produce
sufficient vitamin D but not so much that you risk skin cancer can be tricky. Age
complicates the situation, as a person over 65 years of  age exposed to the same amount
of  sunlight as a 20-year-old person makes only about 25% of  the vitamin D.

According to Harvard Health Publications, a little sunshine can go a long way: 10 to
15 minutes of  sun on the arms and legs a few times a week can generate nearly all the
vitamin D the average person needs—assuming its rays are at a fairly direct angle. And
regardless of  age, time of  year, and other factors, regular gardening has been shown to
reduce the likelihood of  inadequate vitamin D.

4. Gardening Makes Us Happy
People who engage in green exercise, that is, activity while out in nature—even if  its

just for just a few minutes a day—enjoy greater self-esteem and improved mood,
according to an analysis by researchers at the University of  Essex. And actively playing
in the dirt can offer extra rewards. A 2007 study suggests that contact with a common
soil bacterium can increase the release of  serotonin in parts of  the brain that regulate
mood.

In other words, gardening makes us happy.
5. Gardens Build Healthy Communities
The networks and social support that come from being involved in a Community

Garden brings a whole other set of  mental health benefits. Shared experiences with
others growing traditional ethnic foods can be a starting point for understanding be-
tween cultures. The entire community benefits from a Community Garden in multiple
ways: better nutrition, enhanced mental health, social ties, and an increased apprecia-
tion of  social diversity.

6. The Fresher the Food, the Greater the Nutrient Content
Get the most out of  your vegetables by eating them fresh from the garden. Vitamin

C content can decline rapidly, particularly in leafy greens like spinach, after just three
days of  refrigeration. The best way to be sure your vegetables offer maximum nutri-
tional benefit is to grow them yourself.

–Photograph description: Bok choy is rich in vitamins C, A and calcium. For the highest benefit, prepare it
straight from the garden, stirfried very quickly until just tendercrisp.

Postscript: Thomas Jefferson died on July 4, 1826 at age 83, after a long life spent farming
and gardening… among other things.
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Gardening Keeps You Healthy

Whether you’re considering the resale value of  your home
or are simply resigned to doing maintenance projects to
keep your house in good condition, your lawn and garden
could certainly benefit from some TLC of  the home im-
provement variety.

The exterior of  your house commands most first
impressions, and even mild winters inflict seasonal damage.
If  you don’t know where to start, a home improvement
project checklist may help. Consider the following lawn
and garden maintenance tips from home and garden experts
at HGTV and MarthaStewart.com:

• Start gently, remove piles of  dead leaves from the lawn.
Not only will your grass grow greener, a clean lawn helps
maximize fertilizers and pesticides. Don’t fertilize your grass too early though. April is
the general benchmark; any sooner might result in yellow spots.

• Check gutters for leaks and debris. Loose gutters cause improper drainage, so
water can collect in basements and crawl spaces. Downspouts should point away from
the foundation of  the house and must be clear of  all debris.

• Start a roof  fund. It’s a good rule of  thumb to check your roof  for rotted, buckled,
loose or missing shingles after winter because summer sun will only worsen the dam-
age. Since roof  maintenance is so expensive, it’s also smart to start a fund before you
need it.

• Remove piles of  wood or debris stacked near the home. It should be kept far away
from the foundation and stacked 18 inches off  the ground. These preventative mea-
sures help keep insect pests from exploring your home.

• Don’t strain yourself, and stay hydrated. This might be the first time you’ve done
any heavy lifting or spent hours in the sun for months. Remember to drink plenty of
fluids, take breaks and stretch your muscles. If  you suffer from backaches and muscle
strains, keep some relief  like Absorbine Jr.  (www.absorbinejr.com) on hand. Its herbal
ingredients and uncanny ability to ease muscle and back pain make it a must-have for
yard work.

• Call a professional to clean your AC unit. Heating and cooling experts recommend
an annual servicing since clean coils work more efficiently. When the summer’s blaz-
ing heat drives you indoors, your family will appreciate having an AC operating at peak
levels.

-Article from NewsUSA: www.newsusa.com

TLC Tips for Lawn and...
Garden Maintenance

If you’ve bought a fabric face mask or received
one for “free," here’s what you should know.

That fabric has a story.
It may have been chosen for a quilt that was never made, or perhaps it’s 
remnants of a homemade Easter dress. It could have been passed from 
owner to owner or even bought with express intent to make a cool mask. 
Either way, the sewist assessed its “mask worthiness” and thought it would 
be perfect.

The sewist who made it is tired.
She’s been sewing for days, she tires of the monotony. She’s pricked her 
fingers with pins and sliced her knuckles with rotary cutters. Yet she 
continues to make masks... for you.

It was worth every penny.
Whether you bought it for $5 or $15, you paid fair market value for 
someone’s materials, time and talent. If you received it for free, it has 
already been paid for with the maker’s charity and hope.

The sewist made it to help you, but it’s helping her too. 
She’s decided the best way to work through this situation is to help those 
who protect all of us.

The maker is being flooded with requests.
People who haven’t spoken to her in years are calling to chat and “ask for a 
mask”. She’s being offered money to make more than she can handle, 
sometime it’s enough, sometimes it’s not. If she’s got too many to make, 
she won’t turn you down because she really wants to help you.

It will make her smile when she sees you wearing it.
She’ll remember the fabric, the batch, she may even tell you it was one of 
her favorites. She’ll smile knowing that she did this small little thing that’s 
helping you in such a big way. She’ll smile knowing that in the most difficult 
of times, she has a skill that so many will value.

It should give you hope for a better world.
In a situation where members of our community are struggling, others 
have risen up, offered their time and talents to provide what they can. It 
means there’s hope for humanity supporting one another and that people 
truly do care for one another.

I think I was born patriotic. It may have something to do with being born on June
14th, Flag Day. I have always liked having a birthday in June. Usually the sun is shining
and the weather is nice. As a child, my birthday always lined up with the end of  the
school year and the beginning of  summer vacation. Also, having a birthday on a day
when people fly their flags, just adds to the celebration!

As a second grade teacher, I was glad to be a part of  our school’s traditional Flag
Day program. Teaching the children, patriotic songs, poems, and the history of  our
flag, was a joy and a privilege. There is nothing more joyful than seeing children marching
around the auditorium carrying their own American flag. There is nothing more
emotional than seeing children hold hands on the risers and lift them together in unity
as they sing about seeing their flag, their country’s flag and knowing they are not
alone. I guess I am just an overly sentimental person.

When I think of  how our country began, why people came here, the goals of  our
founding fathers, and the price that has been paid for our freedom, I am filled with
awe and with pride. I am also saddened by the lack of  understanding and appreciation
of  these things by some of  our population. I think we all could use a lesson in patriotism.

Memorial Day is a day that I think many don’t understand. Growing up, those older
than me called it Decoration Day. This is a day set aside to remember and honor those
who gave the ultimate sacrifice, their lives, for our country. Graves are decorated with
flags, names are read, speeches are made, parades take place. As a young person in the
high school marching band, the biggest impression made on me, was when we marched
single file to the somber tap, tap, tap on the snare drum, as we silently entered and
made our way through the cemetery. Then as we stood in somber silence, the names
were read, rifle shots fired, taps were played. We got it. We knew. We appreciated it.

Now Memorial Day has been moved from the traditional May 30th, to a Monday at
the end of  May. This makes a three day weekend, for traveling, camping, and picnics.
It takes away from the somber remembrance of  those who fought and sacrificed. The
parade in our town no longer takes us through the cemetery. The young band members
march to the library lawn and then up the street to the VFW. Yes, the names are read,
the rifles are fired, and the taps are played. But the somber march through the cemetery
has been deleted. Only a handful of  people show up in the cemeteries. Only a handful
of  people seem to care. I am thankful for the faithful few. What will happen when they
are gone?

It is not just Memorial Day that people don’t understand or remember. July 4th is
not just a day for fireworks and picnics. It is the day we remember as the signing of
our Declaration of  Independence, when we declared our freedom as a country, no
longer to be controlled as a colony. Veteran’s Day is the day to honor and recognize
our veterans – those who have served in the service and protection of  our country. I
have never understood why many get this day off  from work or school. It seems to me
that the veterans are the ones who should have this day off  from work and be honored
on this day in some way. I have been happy to see that many restaurants honor veterans
on this day.

We should never stop teaching and practicing patriotism. We need to teach the history
of  our country and to understand what it means to be a citizen of  this great land. I
think it is our responsibility. I may be a little old fashioned and I know I am a lot
patriotic.

–Roxanne Ferguson is a retired elementary teacher. She lives with her husband, Perry, in the
Tug Hill region of  New York State. They are the parents of  three grown daughters and six
grandchildren. She enjoys writing, gardening, and music. Roxanne is active in her church and

community. (For information on books by this author, please contact her at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com.)

Wit and Wisdom
Born Patriotic

by Roxanne J. Ferguson

Become Inspired
Decorating, Entertaining and Living in the
Early American Style

by Annice Bradley Rockwell

Abundance Abounds
In challenging times as well as times of

calm, abundance can always be found if
one looks close enough. It may not
necessarily come in a form that is familiar
to us, it may actually greet us in unexpected
places of  solitude. Feelings of  unease that
often leave us depleted after using
technology can often be replaced by
feelings of inner peace and abundance if
we take time in nature to just let it in.
Stolen moments replanting a bed of  fragrant thyme, little luxuries like a loyal pair of
electric yellow orioles returning to our corner birch tree to bless us with their crisp,
clean notes of  crystalline hope or a family supper taken to be enjoyed outside under
the remarkable warmth of  an ever-giving sun are reminders that we always have a
reason to be grateful.

Comforting Connections
Nature’s hand never fails to restore even the most worried soul. Moments spent

surrounded by even the smallest natural beauty has tremendous healing power. Our
outlook is organically uplifted as we gaze upon our hardy purple lilac blooms that
graced and scented our early home’s dooryard for centuries. Hikes out to a babbling
brook which was made just a bit more vocal from the beavers’ industrious spring work
cause us to pause and to wonder upon the miracles that always surround us.

Nature’s Protective Promise
And nurturing our bonds with our animals in times of  strife helps us to remain

exactly where we belong—in the present moment surrounded by connection. It is
nature’s protective promise. It is a gift given to us unconditionally and when we receive
it we feel the truest of  harmonies—a powerful harmony that aligns us, that protects
us and that keeps us whole.

–Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

Shop Local –Especially Now

    by Susan Baldani
The pandemic has hit the country

hard, and could unfortunately have
lasting ramifications for quite some
time. The economy has taken a severe
hit, and many stores, especially those
that are small and independently
owned, will be struggling to survive.
So, once this crisis is over, what can we do to help?

Next time you’re out, take a stroll around your downtown. Look closely at the local
businesses to be found there. We often drive by without giving them a second thought.
In addition to the stores you may already patronize, focus on those you may never
have taken the time to visit. Speak to the owners and salespeople and find out what
they have to offer. You never know what you might find. If  you see something you
like, buy it, and then tell other people about it.  Spread the word about these fine
establishments - word of  mouth is an effective form of  advertising and doesn’t cost
anything. I’ve often visited places because someone told me how wonderful the products
and service were in those particular shops.

Pay careful attention to the advertisements in this publications to find out what they
actually have to offer. If  some shops don’t exactly fit what you’re interested in or are
selling things you don’t usually buy, try to support them anyway. For example, if  you’re
not a knitter but know someone who is, buy special yarn and needles as gifts from
those shops that sell them. If  you have never gone antiquing, but love the look of  old
and solid furniture, browse what these types of  stores have in stock. If  you’re a novice,
you can also get all your questions answered about particular pieces or styles you’re
interested in. The owners and salespeople in these small stores are usually very
knowledgeable about their businesses.

Many of  these local mom-and-pop stores have been fixtures in their communities
for ages. The proprietors, some going back generations, have worked hard for countless
years to build up their businesses and develop loyal customer bases.  Small towns just
wouldn’t be the same without them.

So, let’s show our support for these neighborhood treasures that can be found all
across the country, in small towns and large, by buying locally and encouraging others
to do the same. You’ll not only be doing a great service, but also have fun finding
some unique and quality items to enjoy for years to come.

–Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles about small town life, décor, books and
food for various magazines across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at

suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com.

Keep Our Towns Vibrant And Strong

Kissed Quilts by Marlene Oddie

Spring Has Sprung!
In our local town we have two beautiful dogwood trees that

intertwine, each with a different color of  bloom so it actually
looks like one tree with two colors of  blooms. They are so
beautiful. When I originally finished this quilt, I quickly went
to photograph the quilt in the midst of  the trees.

This turned out to be a bit more of  a challenge as the wind
came up and the blooms on the tree were at the top of  the quilt
so I really needed a drone shot! As I was shooting by myself, I
hung the quilt using a photography background stand and would
run around to the front to attempt to get the shot before the
wind would try to blow it over. Fortunately, I’m able to share
this one with you.

Do you have special spots in your town with concentrations
of  color? I hope you get to enjoy them in the great outdoors in this beautiful spring
weather. Maybe an inspired adventure on Mother’s Day to mark the occasion.

This Island Batik collection of  fabric called “Smooch” seemed like just the palette
of  colors to use my fat quarter friendly quilt design “City Windows” and create a fresh
spring quilt. Check your local quilt shops for this collection that is arriving now.

My pattern “City Windows” is available on my website digitally or you can order it to
be mailed. There are 11 size configurations and instructions to accommodate 6 to 30
fat quarters. Check my Facebook page for the ‘Autumn’ version. Let me know by May
30, 2020, what collection you would make this in to be entered for a free pattern.

.

–Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by education, project manager by
profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA, at her quilt shop, KISSed
Quilts. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys

designing quilts and assisting in the creation of  a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Patterns,
kits and fabric are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s adventures via

http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts or http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com.

From Lydia’s Recipe File
Butterfly Waffles
Easy to make and fun to enjoy!

Ingredients (for each butterfly)
1 square waffle, homemade or ready-made frozen
1 cooked sausage link
Fresh fruit to make colorful spots on wings (kiwi, strawberries, and blueberries)
1 red apple
Powdered sugar
Syrup or honey (to serve with the waffle)
Whipped cream or yogurt
Directions
Toast a waffle. Then cut it in half  diagonally to make two wings. Place the points together
on a plate.
Add a cooked sausage for the body between the waffle wings. Warm the butterfly in the
microwave.
Decorate the butterfly with blueberries and slices of  kiwi and strawberries.
Add two thin strips of  a red apple for the antennae.
Dust with powdered sugar.
Serve the waffle with syrup or honey, whipped cream or yogurt, and more fresh fruit.

If  you don't have room for a garden, or only want to
grow a few vegetables, planting in containers is the best
way to go. Almost any vegetable can grow in a container
and with a little care can produce abundantly. Here's how
to get started.

Tools and Materials
• Containers of  various sizes
• Sterilized potting soil
• Shovel
• Trowel
• Drip or hose irrigation
• Fertilizer
It's All In the Pot
When selecting a container, remember that bigger is better as far as ease of

maintenance and size of  harvest. Half  whiskey or wine barrels or similar-sized pseudo
terra-cotta containers are large enough to accommodate vegetables such as large
tomatoes, eggplant, and squash, with room to spare for companion plantings of  smaller
choices such as carrots and lettuce. Five-gallon containers can hold dwarf  tomatoes,
peppers, beans, and many small leafy greens. A window box is even large enough to
grow radishes and arugula.

And In the Soil
For proper drainage, containers need to have holes in the bottom. Also, use only

sterilized potting soil. Garden soil may contain diseases and may not be well drained.
Because you're planting in such a small space, you'll have to be very conscious of
watering and fertilizing regularly. Water with drip irrigation or by hand whenever the
soil is dry 4 to 6 inches deep.

Fertilize every two weeks with a water-soluble fertilizer for vegetables, or add
controlled- release fertilizer at planting time, supplemented with a water-soluble fertilizer
when needed. For large containers, mulching with straw or bark conserves moisture.

Best Plant Combinations
Containers allow you to plant combinations that are both edible and attractive. For

example, try creating a salad container with different colors of  leaf  lettuce, a bush
cucumber, a dwarf  patio-type tomato, and even herbs such as parsley. How about a
tomato sauce barrel with a tomato plant in the center, herbs such as oregano and basil
on the sides, and onions interplanted between the herbs? Or a root crop roundup
container with beets, carrots, radishes, onions, and parsnips in a foot-deep container?

Tips
• Choose bush varieties of  large vegetables such as squash.
• Production may be less than with full-sized kinds, but plants will be much easier to

care for.
• To save space, consider growing some plants up. Choose pole beans over bush

beans, and trellis them along the back of  a container. This leaves space in front to
plant other vegetables.

 –Article from: Home Garden Seed Association (HGSA) www.homegardenseedassociation.com

Growing Vegetables in Containers

I love butterflies. Their beauty, grace,
and seemingly carefree life captivate me.
They also symbolize the HOPE of
brighter things to come.

After all, butterflies don’t hatch as
butterflies. They go through a crawl-in-
the-dirt-and-munch-leaves stage and then
wait dormant inside a cocoon. After
metamorphosis, they burst forth as
beautiful butterflies.

Challenges in life, such as the COVID-
19 pandemic, may make us feel isolated or cocooned. But, like the caterpillar, we can
anticipate a brighter future and go forward with hope. So when possible, let’s break
free and celebrate new beginnings with a butterfly tea. After a season of  hibernating,
gathering with a few family members or friends could be a breath of  fresh air and
hope. Let’s take a tip from nature and use a butterfly theme for a beau-TEA-ful hope-
filled teatime.

Children’s Par-Tea - Any age is a good time for tea. Both the young and the young
at heart would enjoy a fancy or frivolous tea. Using a butterfly theme makes it easy.

For the menu, you could make butterfly-shaped sandwiches. Use a slice of  bread,
cut off  the crusts, and spread the bread with a favorite filling. Leave it open-faced, or
add another crustless slice on top. Cut the sandwich in half  diagonally to make two
triangles. Place the points of  the shorter sides together to make a butterfly. Or cut
each triangle in half  and make two smaller butterflies.  My children enjoyed open-
faced peanut butter butterfly sandwiches sprinkled with sugar.

For the body, place a carrot strip between the butterfly wings. Depending on the
sandwich filling, decorate the wings with bits of  colorful fresh or dried fruit, sliced
olives or chopped veggies, or small dabs of  colorful jam or jelly. These sandwiches will
fly right into everyone’s mouths.

Add fresh fruit and a favorite dessert to the menu. Homemade sugar cookies cut
with a butterfly cookie cutter would be fun for kids to frost and decorate with sprinkles
and candy. And don’t forget the tea. My grandkids’ favorite herbal tea is Celestial
Seasonings Country Peach Passion—served with sugar cubes.

For table décor, include a colorful flower bouquet or plant, and add one or two
artificial butterflies (available at floral shops or craft stores). If  you want to get fancy,
fold napkins into butterflies. (Find directions online.) You could even teach guests to
fold their own.

To entertain children, consider reading The Very Hungry Caterpillar or Fancy Nancy:
Bonjour, Butterfly. Checkout books from the library or order them online. In sunny
weather, young children will enjoy pretending to be butterflies and fluttering around
outside. Maybe some will even come wearing butterfly wings from a costume party or
the Dollar Store.

Butterflies are enchanting. One of  my friend’s grandchildren named them “fuffies.”
And another child called them “flutterbys.”

Adult Butterfly Brunch - An easy menu includes Butterfly Waffles. (See recipe
from In the Kitchen with Grandma elsewhere.) Make them with purchased or
homemade waffles, sausage links, and fruit. Add yogurt parfaits and dessert to the
menu. If  you decide on cake for dessert, you could make it into a butterfly shape. Bake
the cake in a square pan and make cupcakes from the leftover batter. Cut the cake
diagonally to make two wings, place the points together, and frost. Use your imagination
and add colorful sprinkles and licorice vines for antennae. Or frost a pan of  brownies
and turn them into butterflies. Cut brownies into squares and then into triangles.

For the beverage, offer an assortment of  teabags with and without caffeine, and set
out teapots of  hot water so guests can each make their favorite cup of  tea.

–Lydia E. Harris holds a master’s in home economics and has been writing this tea column for
20 years. No wonder her five grandkids call her “Grandma Tea.” She is the author of

Preparing My Heart for Grandparenting and In the Kitchen with Grandma:
Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together.

A Cup of Tea with Lydia by Lydia E. Harris

New Beginnings, Butterflies, and Hope

If  you collect these as a hobby, you are called a Digitabulist. Can you guess what
object a Digitabulist collects?

Here are a few hints:
• The name for what you collect comes from an Old English word for thumb.
• The object can be made of  many materials such as brass, silver, bone china, rubber,

and plastic to name a few.
• You can find these collectables at tourist attractions, antique shops, flea markets,

yard sales, fabric stores, and many more.
• The items come in many shapes and sizes with infinite decorative elements.
• The cost of  one can range from a few dollars to hundreds.
• If  you hand quilt, you probably own at least one.
• These collectable objects can hold sentimental meaning, come from around the

world, and are often attractively displayed in a case or hanging on the wall.
Have you guessed what a DIGITABULIST collects?
One more hint,
• If  you ever played Monopoly, you may have moved this piece around the board

until March of  2017 when it was replaced.

Yes, you guessed it! A DIGITABLIST is a Thimble Collector! To learn about thimbles,
the protective device used at the end of  a digit (finger, in this case) when pushing a
threaded needle through layers of  material, a search of  the internet reveals a wide
range of  interesting thimble topics, photographs, and groups that focus on this all-
important element of  the sewing kit.

-Judy Sharer is the author of  A Plains Life series published by The Wild Rose Press. Book
One, Settler’s Life and Book Two, Second Chance Life are now available wherever online books

are sold. Book three will be released Fall of  2020. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy Judy’s sweet
historical romance series which has a thread of  quilting that runs throughout the family saga

series. Visit Judy’s website for more details. judysharer.com

Who Is A Digitabulist? by Judy Sharer
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Penn Yan, Victor 

Golden Lane Fabrics
3732 State Route 14A • Penn Yan, New York • 315-536-8342

Hours: Mon–Fri 8am–5pm • Sat 8am–4pm
Closed Sundays • Check or Cash Only

5,000 Bolts of Fabric

A Satisfied Cust� er is Our Goal.

I love going to Golden Lane, 
the drive is scenic from my 

end of the Finger Lakes, 
the fabric selection 

is terrifi c!
 —Val

I truly love going to 
Golden Lane Fabrics. 
Her materials are of 

such quality! If you are 
a quilter, this place is 

an absolute must!
—Catrina

The fabrics are superb. The 
prices are just as wonderful. 
On average 1/2- 2/3 the cost 

of your local quilt shop. 
Well worth the drive!

—Pattie

May Your Visit 
Be The Best Part 

Of Your Day!

11 Framark Dr., Victor, NY 14564 • 585-742-2680 • www.piecefulseams.com
Mon. to Thurs.: 9:30am to 5pm • Fri. to Sat.: 9:30am to 4pm

Follow us on FaceBook!
@Pieceful Seams Quilt Shop

Nestled in the village of Victor, New York, just 10 minutes from the New York 
State Thruway. Pieceful Seams Quilt Shoppe offers a variety of classes from 
table runners to heirloom quilts. Our knowledgeable staff is full of smiles 
and eager to help you be successful with your projects. As a full-service 
quilt shop, we off notions, longarm service and hundreds of bolts of fabric 
to inspire you for your next project.

Follow us on Instagram!
@piecefulseamsquiltshoppe

Check us out at piecefulseams.com and 
take a virtual tour of the shoppe.

Ellisburg, Richland

Accepting Phone & Email orders for Shipping or Curbside Pick-Up
Long Arm Quilting Services are Still Available 

12022 NYS Rte 193 • Ellisburg, NY 13636
theoldcreameryfabrics@yahoo.com

315-846-5393

The Old Creamery 
Fabrics and Quilting

Open Tuesday–Saturday • 10am to 4pm

We are located 

4 miles west of I-81 

at Exit 40

Authorized Dealer

Please Call or Check 
Our Facebook Page 

For Updates

This little shop is jam-packed full This little shop is jam-packed full 
 of crafts, gifts, and antiques!  of crafts, gifts, and antiques! 

2222 County Route 2 • Richland, NY
315-298-5758

Open Tuesdays & Thursdays • 1pm–6pm, 
or call for appointments, including Saturdays.

Gramma’s Drawers Craft ShopGramma’s Drawers Craft Shop
• New line of fabric crafts: quilts, pillow cases, pillows, padded photo 

albums, tote bags, denim crafts, aprons, purses, table runners, 
vintage art, baby bibs, hats and blankets. 

• Sewing supplies: thread, needles, buttons, & snaps.   
• COVID face masks.
• Reclaimed/recycled wood wall decorations & nature crafts.
• Antiques: dressers, mirrors, washboards, cast iron stove parts, 

ladders, kitchen utensils, marbles, vintage buttons, doilies & 
hankies, etc. 
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Free Pattern

Use this pattern for
embroidery, wool applique,
punch needle or rug
hooking, painted projects or
whatever your imagination
can dream up! Reduce or
enlarge pattern as desired.

Free Embroidery Pattern
May not be sold or used for commercial purposes.
For more fun and creative inspiration visit: www.JacquelynneSteves.com

Over The Tea Cup By Janet Young

With the advent of  Mother’s Day, I began to think of
symbols which constitute a family. As I did a word that
jumped out was kitchen, which in turn as I contemplated
a little while longer transformed into kitchen table.

Stop and think about what goes on at this meeting
ground, besides sharing meals.

Throughout the centuries, even as far back as the
pioneer days, the kitchen table was the heart and soul of  the home. In those days their
houses consisted of  one large room where laundry, bathing, cooking, baking, and so
much more were carried out.

Perhaps in those days, minus the counter tops of  today, this is where the meals were
prepared, potatoes chopped, pie dough rolled out. In other words, this was their work
station for preparing meals.

The kitchen table would have been where the children gathered to do their homework,
where Dad may have cleaned his rifle, and Mom did a sewing/mending project nearby.
Stories were shared about their days, and perhaps this is where the children learned
about God, as Scripture was read, and prayers were said over each meal.

The kitchen table was and is a powerful bonding tool. This is where after a hard
day’s work in the field, family would gather not only to eat, but perhaps plan their work
schedule for the next day. Planting and harvesting season meant a lot of  work, and for
them to survive they had to work together to be assured of  plenty of  food for the
upcoming cold and harsh winter months.

Budgets were planned at the table. Bills were paid. Assessing what the upcoming
needs might be for the family, and setting aside, if  possible, the money to meet these
needs, all took place at the table.

Fast forward to today.  Sadly, our tables are empty at night or some members of  the
family are missing whether due to work schedules, sports, or numerous other reasons.
Whatever the reason, it is a time being swept aside for other pursuits. The times, when
families are at the table together, is there any conversation going on? Or, especially
with the teens – are they texting, watching shows, playing video games etc. on their cell
phones? These are missed opportunities for connecting and catching up with the day’s
activities.

The kitchen today is the central space for socializing. With wide open spaces, it is an
invitation for a larger number of  people to congregate and have a festive gathering.
Food served at the table today is varied and so various cultures are introduced with the
ethnic foods offered.

The kitchen table may have evolved, but it still beacons families to come and sit and
enjoy time together. This Mother’s Day, my hope will be that you and your family
members can gather round the kitchen table and share the love you have for one
another.

  –Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant, is a founding member of  MATB
Association and freelance writer/national tea presenter. www.overtheteacup.com.

Kitchen Table–The Heart and Soul of the Home
Life in Skunk Hollow     by Julie A. Druck

National Library Week was recently celebrated. Upon
learning that, and in conjunction with the fact that I’m
currently reading a book about libraries, I thought I’d
wax eloquent for a bit about my library love.

Libraries and I have a long history.  Actually, the library
I’m referring to is the little bitty one I’ve patronized
since I was old enough to read.  The library itself  is
simply a doublewide mobile home that’s literally 3
minutes from our farm.  It’s on the outskirts of  my old
hometown, and it’s the same one that my grandfather would drive me to in the
summertime to fill up on more Nancy Drew’s.  (I ate those things like candy.)

I’ve always loved to read and the nearness and familiar comfort of  our little library
encouraged that habit.  I couldn’t wait until I turned 13 – that was the age you had to
be in order to volunteer at the library.  The summer that my best friend and I “came of
age,” we signed up at the same time.  What bliss it was (yes, I’m a nerd) to hear the
clunk of  the book charger as it inked the due date onto a card, but it was even better
to be the one who MADE the clunk.

During my high school years, the library was used mostly for homework help and
term paper resources.  That season of  my library experience was more about business,
less about the sheer love of  reading.

But library love flourished again when my husband and I began our family.  Our
three sons were introduced early in life to story time and the joys of  the summer
reading program.  Every week would find us lugging home book bags full of  treasures.
As our sons grew, our use of  the library grew.  Since we homeschooled before all of
life was entangled in the worldwide web, the library was our main source of  knowledge.
We literally couldn’t have homeschooled without it.  When the boys were in the early
grades, I’d plan unit studies on all kinds of  topics to introduce them to the incredible
world around us.  Library books opened their eyes to places and things and concepts
that they might never have known otherwise.

Those boys are grown and gone now, yet even in my empty nest years, the love
remains.  It’s rare that a week passes when I’m not at that same little library picking up
more books to read on our deck in the sunshine or audios for my husband and I to
listen to on monthly trips to our cabin.

And I’m happy to report that my library love continues on into the next generation.
Our two sweet grandbabies have been introduced to the joys of  our little library.
They’ve both already reached their goal of  having 1,000 books read to them before
kindergarten.  I love seeing their faces pop up on the library’s TV screen celebrating
their achievement, along with the other children who are blessed to have parents who
know the incredible importance of  library love.

If  it’s been awhile since you frequented your local library (big or small), check it out
and show your support for all that libraries contribute to our communities.  You just
might fall into library love yourself.

–Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.

Library Love

Quilting With Barbara By Barbara Conquest

Several years ago, I bestowed a small wall quilt upon a
friend. I thought it the perfect gift for her as it featured
yellow roses, her favorite flower. She liked the quilt and
hung it in her home. Recently, she moved. Through a
somewhat mysterious chain of  events, I discovered that the
quilt was lost to her. She felt badly, as did I.

What to do? Good thing that quilters have UFOs
(Unfinished Objects). You might wonder how this happens.
Why is a project, started with interest and enthusiasm,
languishing unfinished? The reasons are many. An occasion like a wedding or birth
demands the creation of  a different project on a particular timeline. The quilter has
learned what she wanted from starting the project and has lost interest. Encountering
a new “shiny thing” has the quilter dropping everything else to answer the call of  the
new sparkle.

I have more than one UFO waiting for a time when it might interest me again. My
oldest has been patiently waiting for, maybe, ten years. Periodically, I sort through all
those projects. Those that no longer hold interest are broken down. Fabric goes back
into my collection. Finished bits are donated, recycled or disposed of. Those that still
speak strongly to me are stored away again waiting for the right time to be called forth
and finished.

My current quandary—a new quilt gift for my friend—was resolved by using a
UFO. She loves the outdoors! An avid hiker, she has completed weeklong hiking
experiences, carrying everything needed and sleeping under the stars. In my UFO
collection, I had a small landscape piece depicting mountains and a peaceful lake
surrounded by a stand of  aspen trees. I completed this piece and presented it as her
holiday gift. It now hangs in her library room.

“When I look at it,” she says, “I feel centered and calm. It’s like looking out of  a
window into another place that makes me happy.”

I believe that all those UFOs will, one day, find their time and purpose. I hope all of
your Unfinished Objects meet with the same happy end!

–© Barbara Conquest writes her column from Blue Sky Quilting in Tofield, AB.

The UFO

Decorating Project & Recipes by Liberty
    by Liberty Brammer

I had been wanting to do a dried hydrangea craft of
some sort. At first, I had no dried hydrangeas. Last fall,
the middle of  the interstate median was full of  them, but
I knew it would be frowned upon if  I stopped to gather
a car full of  them with vehicles whizzing past. But I was
tempted. Then one day when I parked at the library, I
realized that there were some dried hydrangeas right in
front of  me. I wasted no time going inside to ask if  I
could have them, and then if  I could borrow some
scissors. They gladly obliged and I was tickled to finally
have the dried flowers. Well, they were wet because it had
rained a lot, but they dried out in the house in no time at
all, without any mold or mildew problems.

After I acquired the hydrangeas, I didn't know what I
would do with them right away. I waited all winter to spray
paint them.

And then, it hit me–these would make a great patriotic bouquet for Flag Day! I
checked my spray paint collection, and was very happy to see that I already had red,
white, and blue. I even had glitter, that I had bought for another occasion and had not
used. I also had a giant box, which helped contain the spray paint. The weather was
perfect-- just the right temperature, and not windy. Best of  all, I was home alone and
would not be interrupted!

Do you decorate with dried flowers? I much prefer dried flowers to artificial flowers
or silk flowers. I had only a few dried bunches of  hydrangeas. I carefully planned out
how I would spray paint them. I wanted to test each color of  spray paint, so I used a
small bunch to try out each color.

Then I sprayed the glitter spray paint on them. I decided that the glitter paint made
the white look dark, and more of  a gray. When I spray painted my larger bunches, I
only used glitter on red and blue. Again, on the large bunches, I carefully planned out
which bunch I would spray red, white, or blue, according to how I wanted to arrange
the colors in my vase. I don't always plan out things in such detail, but in this case, I am
very glad I did.

I wanted something white to hold my dried flower stems in place. I decided to pop
some unbuttered popcorn in my air popper for the vase filler. I thought it fit the
fireworks look of  the flowers. I used a large glass cookie jar for the vase. I saw that
some people also call these apothecary jars.

The popcorn held the flowers in place very easily. Don't the bunches look like bursts
of  fireworks?

Do you like to use spray paint? If  you haven't tried it yet, I encourage you to give it
a try!

–Liberty Brammer is a homeschooling mother of  two children.  She lives in southern York
County, Pennsylvania.  Liberty blogs about this and other projects at www.B4andAfters.com.

Contact her at b4andaftersblog@gmail.com, and can be found on Instagram and Pinterest.

Flag Day Fireworks Dried Flower Bouquet
Hope     by Deb Heatherly

It is hard to find words to truly express my feeling
about the current crisis that is plaguing the world.   I
for one could never have imagined a shortage of  food
and supplies, work closures, and stay at home orders
as mandates in most states - unless I did so in the
context of  a science fiction movie.   This invisible
enemy has taken over our day to day lives and is
forcing us to live in a way we never thought possible.

As quilters we face crisis in the way that women
throughout history have done.  We turn to our
stitching as a way to help others and as a means of
solace.    With this virus, fabric that may have been stashed for years has suddenly
taken on a new purpose and is being turned into face masks to help protect the front
line.  Elastic has become a commodity and hair ties and strings made from T shirts
have taken on a new life.    While we may be forced to physically remain apart, we are
coming together in a mighty way by using our sewing skills to play a supporting role.

It’s being able to help that keeps our minds from fear and gives us purpose when
our day to day lives are being turned upside down.  It’s the ‘doing’ that gives us hope.

Hope: Such a small word with only four letters, yet huge when we all hold fast to its
meaning.  We all hope that research will give us answers and a vaccine.  We hope that
those infected will recover.  And, we hope that our lives can soon return to some type
of  normal.

Today I am sharing a quilt block that I have named Hope.  Dig into your scraps and
as you stitch, pray for those on the front lines.  Then, make another block as you pray
for your family and friends.  Finally, make a third block and take time to remember the
families who have lost a loved one to this monster.  As you continue making blocks
you will soon have enough for an entire quilt - a quilt filled with hope.

This virus has touched us all in some way.    Through it all, may we remember to call
and check on friends and family and do our part by staying home to prevent the
spread.   May we always remember to be kind, and most of  all, may we never lose
hope.

Fabric Needed:
NOTE: Cutting is not given for the geese units as this will depend on which method

you are using.  You will find a tutorial on my web site for 3 methods that are created
slightly oversized and then trimmed to perfection with the Creative Grids® Ultimate
Flying Geese Tool.   You may also use the old-fashioned fold back method if  you
wish.

Light Blue
(4) 2 ½” squares, and enough to make (4) flying geese centers and (4) flying geese

sides with your preferred method.
Light Background:
(4) 2 ½” squares, (4) 2 ½” x 4 ½” rectangles, and enough to make (4) flying geese

centers with your preferred method.
Dark Blue:
Enough to make (4) flying geese sides with your preferred method.
Center square: (1) 4 ½” square.

Directions:

 Use (1) 2 ½” light blue square, (1) 2 ½” white square, and (1) 2 ½” x 4 ½”

white rectangle to make the corner units. Make (4). They should measure

4 ½” square.

 Using your preferred method make (4) flying geese with white centers and

light blue sides that measure 2 ½” x 4 ½” unfinished. (They will be 2” x 4”

finished, once sewn into the block). Use “D” on the Ultimate Flying Geese

tool to trim.

 Using your preferred method make (4) flying geese with light blue centers and

dark blue sides that measure 2 ½” x 4 ½” unfinished. (They will be 2” x 4”

finished, once sewn into the block). Use “D” on the Ultimate Flying Geese tool

to trim.

 Sew the geese together as shown.

Stacked geese unit should measure 4 ½” x 4 ½”. Make (4).

 Sew the units and center square together in rows as shown and complete the

block as shown. Block should measure 12 ½”.

–Deb Heatherly is a designer for Creative Grids® rulers and tools. When not in her studio, she
is on the road doing Creative Grids® lectures and workshops for guilds and shops across the

country. She is the designer of  the Creative Grids Cat’s Cradle tool, Strippy Stars tool, Turbo 4
Patch, Ultimate Flying Geese tool, and Cat’s Cradle XL.  She is the author of  the books

‘Cat’itude, Strippy Stars, 4-Patch Panache, The Ultimate flying Geese Book, and Catitude
XL.   Visit her website at www.Debscatsnquilts.com.  Creative Grids® fans are invited to join

her Facebook group page- Grids Girls, for tips and inspiration https://www.facebook.com/
groups/770429649800457/. You can contact her at Debscatsnquilts@aol.com. Want to

schedule a trunk show, lecture or workshop in your area? Currently booking 2021 dates.
Contact her by email or call the studio, Deb’s Cats n Quilts Designs, 828-524-9578

My friend who cares for her aging father, posted a question on
FB. “Am I the only one who thinks a quarantine, with books and
Netflix and a garden to plant at the start of  spring . . .sounds
divine?” Another friend, Pastor Dan Morgan, wrote:

What a great time to spend with your families! Read a book
together. Sit down and play a video game with your teenagers. Ask
your neighbors if  they need a roll or 2 of  TP. Have devotions together. Go on a walk
and talk to neighbors from 6 feet away. Clean the house. Pray! Look at where God is
at work... don't miss the opportunity to be the hands and feet of  Jesus.

Obviously, this shelter in is a very difficult time and not to be made light of. However,
it will be over. There will be a resurrection of  our lives but how will we have grown in
the meantime?

Right now we don’t have a lot of  control over some areas of  our life. But what if  we
could plan(t) something during this time?

Here is a running list of  ideas:
• Plant something in your yard, garden, or window.
• Take a daily walk for physical and mental health.
• Play a board game when you’re bored. Extra points for the game Pandemic
• Participate in an online exercise class
• Learn something new every day.
• Be still. Ten minutes a day. Replace fear with prayer and thanks.
• Paint a room.
• Listen to entertaining and educational podcasts.
• Order a Gift Certificate from your favorite shop who advertises on these pages or

      order online from their website.
This will be over someday, and some things will have changed. What about us? How

will we be different?
And there will be so much “catch-up” with friends and family and house and work,

but what can we do now to anticipate that?
Plan(t) something. It’s something we can do this season. Let something take root

this Spring and see what grows.

-Ann Stewart © 2020 All rights reserved

Ann’s Lovin’ Ewe by Ann Stewart

Plan(t) Something Now

The Reunion
Imagine looking forward to your sixty-seventh high

school class reunion. My Sharpsville class of  1953 is
doing just that in August of  this year... “the Lord
willing and the creek don’t rise.”

I vividly remember the day that my mother was
preparing to attend her fiftieth class reunion from
the same high school and thinking that she was
getting so old!

She was looking forward to seeing her old friends
and seemed to be behaving somewhat like the
teenager she was at the time of  her graduation.

In the same high school, my father had had a
girlfriend before meeting my mother. At the age of  eighty-nine, having been widowed
and while living temporarily with my husband and me while recovering from surgery,
he received a phone call from that old girlfriend. She was inviting him to attend her
up-coming ninetieth birthday party to be held at her daughter’s home.

I remember Dad sitting in our dining room reminiscing with his old love like the
teenager he was when he first knew her. They talked for some time, but he had to
decline her invitation because of  his health. They were both ninety years old when
they died the following year, having never met again that last time.

Now, it’s my turn to be planning to meet old high school friends for, perhaps, our
very last reunion, now occurring every two years because of  our ages and health issues.
Since our first get-together on the sixteenth year following graduation, I have missed
only one and, until moving to another city in Pennsylvania eight years ago, I had
myself  served on the reunion committee.

Our class was relatively small with only eighty-two graduates. We knew each other
very well. Fully half  of  the class is deceased now. The remaining classmates are in
various stages of  health...from good to precarious...making this particular and
subsequent (if  there are any more) reunions all the more precious.

We can’t take for granted that there will be too many more meetings. One of  our
young graduates, married and expecting a child, died a year or two following graduation.
Another, two days after a reunion a few years ago, died in her sleep during a bus trip
with friends.

“The Lord willing and the creek don’t rise,” I’ll be making motel reservations for my
friend Betty and me, packing my bags, and driving us four-and-a-half  hours back to
Sharpsville for what may be our last reunion. Sixty-seventh!!

I must be really old.

–Gayle Cranford writes from her home in Pennsylvania where she enjoy golf, mahjong, quilting,
and spending time with her family. She writes about her life memories and is an avid contributor

to her local papers with letters to the editor.

Memories & Happenings by Gayle CranfordBuilding Harmony by Jeff  Cappis

Springtime in Harmony
Nature sure has its cycles. As is apt to

happen, springtime rolled around to Harmony
Acres once again. We survived another winter
and managed not to lose the ends of  our
noses to frostbite. Even the dog managed to
get through it without freezing any of  his
“bits” to a snow bank.

We love the spring. In spring, the air is
warm, the snow is becoming a memory and
the forest is sprouting a lush green. The
odorless winter gives way to the smells of  life
and thawing manure. Trees sprout leaves,
butterflies come out from their cocoons and
so does my wife Cathy.

I’m not saying she sprouts big wings with antenna and gets all colorful. That’s just
when she transitions from the inside of  the house to the outside. Now, you can’t
expect to bundle up that amount of  energy in 1400 square feet of  house for five
months. Bad idea. She builds up to detonation and we all want to get her to a safe
distance outside before she goes off. There, at least, nature can absorb the blast.

She’s got the inside of  the house in order. In spring, she gets to burst outside and set
the rest of  our world straight and she gets right to work.

The deck furniture is laid out comfortably on our deck, overlooking our crystal clear
pond and fountains before a backdrop of  evergreens. Vines and other plants drape
over our two-tier retaining wall at the end to the water below where the wild life stop
by to peacefully drink in the shade.

The lawns are lush, green, trimmed, edged and framed with graveled pathways that
are always graded and free of  weeds. The rock walls are clean and free of  debris. The
planters throughout the property are full of  flowers and even the bushes surrounding
our park are trimmed. She keeps the forest clean, too.

Think I’m bragging? You’re right. She is amazing. I’m just a poor writer who still has
to go work every day for a living. But if  she calls what she does “retirement,” then it
sounds easier to just keep going to work. As a matter of  fact, I am beginning to fear
retirement just a little bit. I’m not sure I’ll have the energy for it.

She keeps the place so perfect that the squirrels clean up after themselves (they’d
better!) and the wind only blows branches onto our neighbors’ properties.

Speaking of  neighbors, I heard that Cathy caught one of  our neighbor’s dogs tracking
muddy paw prints across our deck. She told me she chased him off. We haven’t seen
him since. Nobody has. I’ve even seen deer and moose wipe their feet before entering
the property. I’m not kidding.

One day, a couple of  rather large moose were nibbling on a couple of  Cathy’s bushes.
She told me she just confronted them with a calm but rather insane kind of  voice and
said, “What do you think you’re doing?” She said the moose respectfully backed away
and left. We haven’t seen them since. Nobody has.

And so it goes through the summer for Cathy. She works hard but she also takes the
time to enjoy her creation. I’ve always felt in a way like it is her art. A grand 14-acre
sculpture—or maybe she’s creating our Xanadu. Whatever the reason, she does it well
and we love it.

When the summer comes to a close, she begins to pack everything up and prepare
for winter where once again she retreats to her 1400 square foot cocoon and waits to
blossom again in the spring. As with nature and the seasons, Cathy has her cycles too
and they both work beautifully together. Those are a few of  the reasons we live here.

-© 2020 Jeff  Cappis. You can email Jeff  at jcappis@telus.net.

I think I was born patriotic. It may have something to do with being born on June
14th, Flag Day. I have always liked having a birthday in June. Usually the sun is shining
and the weather is nice. As a child, my birthday always lined up with the end of  the
school year and the beginning of  summer vacation. Also, having a birthday on a day
when people fly their flags, just adds to the celebration!

As a second grade teacher, I was glad to be a part of  our school’s traditional Flag
Day program. Teaching the children, patriotic songs, poems, and the history of  our
flag, was a joy and a privilege. There is nothing more joyful than seeing children marching
around the auditorium carrying their own American flag. There is nothing more
emotional than seeing children hold hands on the risers and lift them together in unity
as they sing about seeing their flag, their country’s flag and knowing they are not
alone. I guess I am just an overly sentimental person.

When I think of  how our country began, why people came here, the goals of  our
founding fathers, and the price that has been paid for our freedom, I am filled with
awe and with pride. I am also saddened by the lack of  understanding and appreciation
of  these things by some of  our population. I think we all could use a lesson in patriotism.

Memorial Day is a day that I think many don’t understand. Growing up, those older
than me called it Decoration Day. This is a day set aside to remember and honor those
who gave the ultimate sacrifice, their lives, for our country. Graves are decorated with
flags, names are read, speeches are made, parades take place. As a young person in the
high school marching band, the biggest impression made on me, was when we marched
single file to the somber tap, tap, tap on the snare drum, as we silently entered and
made our way through the cemetery. Then as we stood in somber silence, the names
were read, rifle shots fired, taps were played. We got it. We knew. We appreciated it.

Now Memorial Day has been moved from the traditional May 30th, to a Monday at
the end of  May. This makes a three day weekend, for traveling, camping, and picnics.
It takes away from the somber remembrance of  those who fought and sacrificed. The
parade in our town no longer takes us through the cemetery. The young band members
march to the library lawn and then up the street to the VFW. Yes, the names are read,
the rifles are fired, and the taps are played. But the somber march through the cemetery
has been deleted. Only a handful of  people show up in the cemeteries. Only a handful
of  people seem to care. I am thankful for the faithful few. What will happen when they
are gone?

It is not just Memorial Day that people don’t understand or remember. July 4th is
not just a day for fireworks and picnics. It is the day we remember as the signing of
our Declaration of  Independence, when we declared our freedom as a country, no
longer to be controlled as a colony. Veteran’s Day is the day to honor and recognize
our veterans – those who have served in the service and protection of  our country. I
have never understood why many get this day off  from work or school. It seems to me
that the veterans are the ones who should have this day off  from work and be honored
on this day in some way. I have been happy to see that many restaurants honor veterans
on this day.

We should never stop teaching and practicing patriotism. We need to teach the history
of  our country and to understand what it means to be a citizen of  this great land. I
think it is our responsibility. I may be a little old fashioned and I know I am a lot
patriotic.

–Roxanne Ferguson is a retired elementary teacher. She lives with her husband, Perry, in the
Tug Hill region of  New York State. They are the parents of  three grown daughters and six
grandchildren. She enjoys writing, gardening, and music. Roxanne is active in her church and

community. (For information on books by this author, please contact her at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com.)

Wit and Wisdom
Born Patriotic

by Roxanne J. Ferguson

Become Inspired
Decorating, Entertaining and Living in the
Early American Style

by Annice Bradley Rockwell

Abundance Abounds
In challenging times as well as times of

calm, abundance can always be found if
one looks close enough. It may not
necessarily come in a form that is familiar
to us, it may actually greet us in unexpected
places of  solitude. Feelings of  unease that
often leave us depleted after using
technology can often be replaced by
feelings of inner peace and abundance if
we take time in nature to just let it in.
Stolen moments replanting a bed of  fragrant thyme, little luxuries like a loyal pair of
electric yellow orioles returning to our corner birch tree to bless us with their crisp,
clean notes of  crystalline hope or a family supper taken to be enjoyed outside under
the remarkable warmth of  an ever-giving sun are reminders that we always have a
reason to be grateful.

Comforting Connections
Nature’s hand never fails to restore even the most worried soul. Moments spent

surrounded by even the smallest natural beauty has tremendous healing power. Our
outlook is organically uplifted as we gaze upon our hardy purple lilac blooms that
graced and scented our early home’s dooryard for centuries. Hikes out to a babbling
brook which was made just a bit more vocal from the beavers’ industrious spring work
cause us to pause and to wonder upon the miracles that always surround us.

Nature’s Protective Promise
And nurturing our bonds with our animals in times of  strife helps us to remain

exactly where we belong—in the present moment surrounded by connection. It is
nature’s protective promise. It is a gift given to us unconditionally and when we receive
it we feel the truest of  harmonies—a powerful harmony that aligns us, that protects
us and that keeps us whole.

–Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

Shop Local –Especially Now

    by Susan Baldani
The pandemic has hit the country

hard, and could unfortunately have
lasting ramifications for quite some
time. The economy has taken a severe
hit, and many stores, especially those
that are small and independently
owned, will be struggling to survive.
So, once this crisis is over, what can we do to help?

Next time you’re out, take a stroll around your downtown. Look closely at the local
businesses to be found there. We often drive by without giving them a second thought.
In addition to the stores you may already patronize, focus on those you may never
have taken the time to visit. Speak to the owners and salespeople and find out what
they have to offer. You never know what you might find. If  you see something you
like, buy it, and then tell other people about it.  Spread the word about these fine
establishments - word of  mouth is an effective form of  advertising and doesn’t cost
anything. I’ve often visited places because someone told me how wonderful the products
and service were in those particular shops.

Pay careful attention to the advertisements in this publications to find out what they
actually have to offer. If  some shops don’t exactly fit what you’re interested in or are
selling things you don’t usually buy, try to support them anyway. For example, if  you’re
not a knitter but know someone who is, buy special yarn and needles as gifts from
those shops that sell them. If  you have never gone antiquing, but love the look of  old
and solid furniture, browse what these types of  stores have in stock. If  you’re a novice,
you can also get all your questions answered about particular pieces or styles you’re
interested in. The owners and salespeople in these small stores are usually very
knowledgeable about their businesses.

Many of  these local mom-and-pop stores have been fixtures in their communities
for ages. The proprietors, some going back generations, have worked hard for countless
years to build up their businesses and develop loyal customer bases.  Small towns just
wouldn’t be the same without them.

So, let’s show our support for these neighborhood treasures that can be found all
across the country, in small towns and large, by buying locally and encouraging others
to do the same. You’ll not only be doing a great service, but also have fun finding
some unique and quality items to enjoy for years to come.

–Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles about small town life, décor, books and
food for various magazines across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at

suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com.

Keep Our Towns Vibrant And Strong

Kissed Quilts by Marlene Oddie

Spring Has Sprung!
In our local town we have two beautiful dogwood trees that

intertwine, each with a different color of  bloom so it actually
looks like one tree with two colors of  blooms. They are so
beautiful. When I originally finished this quilt, I quickly went
to photograph the quilt in the midst of  the trees.

This turned out to be a bit more of  a challenge as the wind
came up and the blooms on the tree were at the top of  the quilt
so I really needed a drone shot! As I was shooting by myself, I
hung the quilt using a photography background stand and would
run around to the front to attempt to get the shot before the
wind would try to blow it over. Fortunately, I’m able to share
this one with you.

Do you have special spots in your town with concentrations
of  color? I hope you get to enjoy them in the great outdoors in this beautiful spring
weather. Maybe an inspired adventure on Mother’s Day to mark the occasion.

This Island Batik collection of  fabric called “Smooch” seemed like just the palette
of  colors to use my fat quarter friendly quilt design “City Windows” and create a fresh
spring quilt. Check your local quilt shops for this collection that is arriving now.

My pattern “City Windows” is available on my website digitally or you can order it to
be mailed. There are 11 size configurations and instructions to accommodate 6 to 30
fat quarters. Check my Facebook page for the ‘Autumn’ version. Let me know by May
30, 2020, what collection you would make this in to be entered for a free pattern.

.

–Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by education, project manager by
profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA, at her quilt shop, KISSed
Quilts. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys

designing quilts and assisting in the creation of  a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Patterns,
kits and fabric are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s adventures via

http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts or http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com.

From Lydia’s Recipe File
Butterfly Waffles
Easy to make and fun to enjoy!

Ingredients (for each butterfly)
1 square waffle, homemade or ready-made frozen
1 cooked sausage link
Fresh fruit to make colorful spots on wings (kiwi, strawberries, and blueberries)
1 red apple
Powdered sugar
Syrup or honey (to serve with the waffle)
Whipped cream or yogurt
Directions
Toast a waffle. Then cut it in half  diagonally to make two wings. Place the points together
on a plate.
Add a cooked sausage for the body between the waffle wings. Warm the butterfly in the
microwave.
Decorate the butterfly with blueberries and slices of  kiwi and strawberries.
Add two thin strips of  a red apple for the antennae.
Dust with powdered sugar.
Serve the waffle with syrup or honey, whipped cream or yogurt, and more fresh fruit.

If  you don't have room for a garden, or only want to
grow a few vegetables, planting in containers is the best
way to go. Almost any vegetable can grow in a container
and with a little care can produce abundantly. Here's how
to get started.

Tools and Materials
• Containers of  various sizes
• Sterilized potting soil
• Shovel
• Trowel
• Drip or hose irrigation
• Fertilizer
It's All In the Pot
When selecting a container, remember that bigger is better as far as ease of

maintenance and size of  harvest. Half  whiskey or wine barrels or similar-sized pseudo
terra-cotta containers are large enough to accommodate vegetables such as large
tomatoes, eggplant, and squash, with room to spare for companion plantings of  smaller
choices such as carrots and lettuce. Five-gallon containers can hold dwarf  tomatoes,
peppers, beans, and many small leafy greens. A window box is even large enough to
grow radishes and arugula.

And In the Soil
For proper drainage, containers need to have holes in the bottom. Also, use only

sterilized potting soil. Garden soil may contain diseases and may not be well drained.
Because you're planting in such a small space, you'll have to be very conscious of
watering and fertilizing regularly. Water with drip irrigation or by hand whenever the
soil is dry 4 to 6 inches deep.

Fertilize every two weeks with a water-soluble fertilizer for vegetables, or add
controlled- release fertilizer at planting time, supplemented with a water-soluble fertilizer
when needed. For large containers, mulching with straw or bark conserves moisture.

Best Plant Combinations
Containers allow you to plant combinations that are both edible and attractive. For

example, try creating a salad container with different colors of  leaf  lettuce, a bush
cucumber, a dwarf  patio-type tomato, and even herbs such as parsley. How about a
tomato sauce barrel with a tomato plant in the center, herbs such as oregano and basil
on the sides, and onions interplanted between the herbs? Or a root crop roundup
container with beets, carrots, radishes, onions, and parsnips in a foot-deep container?

Tips
• Choose bush varieties of  large vegetables such as squash.
• Production may be less than with full-sized kinds, but plants will be much easier to

care for.
• To save space, consider growing some plants up. Choose pole beans over bush

beans, and trellis them along the back of  a container. This leaves space in front to
plant other vegetables.

 –Article from: Home Garden Seed Association (HGSA) www.homegardenseedassociation.com

Growing Vegetables in Containers

I love butterflies. Their beauty, grace,
and seemingly carefree life captivate me.
They also symbolize the HOPE of
brighter things to come.

After all, butterflies don’t hatch as
butterflies. They go through a crawl-in-
the-dirt-and-munch-leaves stage and then
wait dormant inside a cocoon. After
metamorphosis, they burst forth as
beautiful butterflies.

Challenges in life, such as the COVID-
19 pandemic, may make us feel isolated or cocooned. But, like the caterpillar, we can
anticipate a brighter future and go forward with hope. So when possible, let’s break
free and celebrate new beginnings with a butterfly tea. After a season of  hibernating,
gathering with a few family members or friends could be a breath of  fresh air and
hope. Let’s take a tip from nature and use a butterfly theme for a beau-TEA-ful hope-
filled teatime.

Children’s Par-Tea - Any age is a good time for tea. Both the young and the young
at heart would enjoy a fancy or frivolous tea. Using a butterfly theme makes it easy.

For the menu, you could make butterfly-shaped sandwiches. Use a slice of  bread,
cut off  the crusts, and spread the bread with a favorite filling. Leave it open-faced, or
add another crustless slice on top. Cut the sandwich in half  diagonally to make two
triangles. Place the points of  the shorter sides together to make a butterfly. Or cut
each triangle in half  and make two smaller butterflies.  My children enjoyed open-
faced peanut butter butterfly sandwiches sprinkled with sugar.

For the body, place a carrot strip between the butterfly wings. Depending on the
sandwich filling, decorate the wings with bits of  colorful fresh or dried fruit, sliced
olives or chopped veggies, or small dabs of  colorful jam or jelly. These sandwiches will
fly right into everyone’s mouths.

Add fresh fruit and a favorite dessert to the menu. Homemade sugar cookies cut
with a butterfly cookie cutter would be fun for kids to frost and decorate with sprinkles
and candy. And don’t forget the tea. My grandkids’ favorite herbal tea is Celestial
Seasonings Country Peach Passion—served with sugar cubes.

For table décor, include a colorful flower bouquet or plant, and add one or two
artificial butterflies (available at floral shops or craft stores). If  you want to get fancy,
fold napkins into butterflies. (Find directions online.) You could even teach guests to
fold their own.

To entertain children, consider reading The Very Hungry Caterpillar or Fancy Nancy:
Bonjour, Butterfly. Checkout books from the library or order them online. In sunny
weather, young children will enjoy pretending to be butterflies and fluttering around
outside. Maybe some will even come wearing butterfly wings from a costume party or
the Dollar Store.

Butterflies are enchanting. One of  my friend’s grandchildren named them “fuffies.”
And another child called them “flutterbys.”

Adult Butterfly Brunch - An easy menu includes Butterfly Waffles. (See recipe
from In the Kitchen with Grandma elsewhere.) Make them with purchased or
homemade waffles, sausage links, and fruit. Add yogurt parfaits and dessert to the
menu. If  you decide on cake for dessert, you could make it into a butterfly shape. Bake
the cake in a square pan and make cupcakes from the leftover batter. Cut the cake
diagonally to make two wings, place the points together, and frost. Use your imagination
and add colorful sprinkles and licorice vines for antennae. Or frost a pan of  brownies
and turn them into butterflies. Cut brownies into squares and then into triangles.

For the beverage, offer an assortment of  teabags with and without caffeine, and set
out teapots of  hot water so guests can each make their favorite cup of  tea.

–Lydia E. Harris holds a master’s in home economics and has been writing this tea column for
20 years. No wonder her five grandkids call her “Grandma Tea.” She is the author of

Preparing My Heart for Grandparenting and In the Kitchen with Grandma:
Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together.

A Cup of Tea with Lydia by Lydia E. Harris

New Beginnings, Butterflies, and Hope

If  you collect these as a hobby, you are called a Digitabulist. Can you guess what
object a Digitabulist collects?

Here are a few hints:
• The name for what you collect comes from an Old English word for thumb.
• The object can be made of  many materials such as brass, silver, bone china, rubber,

and plastic to name a few.
• You can find these collectables at tourist attractions, antique shops, flea markets,

yard sales, fabric stores, and many more.
• The items come in many shapes and sizes with infinite decorative elements.
• The cost of  one can range from a few dollars to hundreds.
• If  you hand quilt, you probably own at least one.
• These collectable objects can hold sentimental meaning, come from around the

world, and are often attractively displayed in a case or hanging on the wall.
Have you guessed what a DIGITABULIST collects?
One more hint,
• If  you ever played Monopoly, you may have moved this piece around the board

until March of  2017 when it was replaced.

Yes, you guessed it! A DIGITABLIST is a Thimble Collector! To learn about thimbles,
the protective device used at the end of  a digit (finger, in this case) when pushing a
threaded needle through layers of  material, a search of  the internet reveals a wide
range of  interesting thimble topics, photographs, and groups that focus on this all-
important element of  the sewing kit.

-Judy Sharer is the author of  A Plains Life series published by The Wild Rose Press. Book
One, Settler’s Life and Book Two, Second Chance Life are now available wherever online books

are sold. Book three will be released Fall of  2020. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy Judy’s sweet
historical romance series which has a thread of  quilting that runs throughout the family saga

series. Visit Judy’s website for more details. judysharer.com

Who Is A Digitabulist? by Judy Sharer

https://www.facebook.com/piecefulseamsquiltshop/
https://www.facebook.com/Golden-Lane-Fabric-914600628635416/
www.piecefulseams.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Old-Creamery-Fabrics-Quilting/507758852615733
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Still Quilting your Quilts during PandemicStill Quilting your Quilts during Pandemic
Special Services: Curbside Pickup, Mail OrdersSpecial Services: Curbside Pickup, Mail Orders

Join our Daily Inspirations on Facebook and InstagramJoin our Daily Inspirations on Facebook and Instagram

Beautiful Fabrics, Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff
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THE FINISH LINE

TUES-FRI: 9:30AM-5PM 
SAT: 10AM-4PM

Curbside Pickup & 
Mail Orders Available

East Syracuse, Utica

A Kaleidoscope of Quilts
6270 Little York Lake Rd. • Preble, NY 13141

607-749-2628
Hours:  Tuesday – Saturday 10am to 5pm 

(Self Serve)

NEW LONGARM SERVICE ON PREMISE

Fabric • Notions • Books 
Classes • Tea Room

Top Quality Cotton Fabrics
Excellent Prices

Lowest prices 
and largest 
selection in 
the area!

New & Used PFAFF® &  Viking® Sewing Machines  

Embroidery Design Collections & Supplies

Sewing Machine Notions, Accessories, Solid & Blender Fabric 

Monthly Sewing/Embroidery Classes & Clubs 

Sewing Machine Maintenance & Repairs

Check Our Website For Special Events 

Shop Hours

Monday – Friday 10am – 5pm   *   Saturday 10am – 3pm    *   Closed Sunday 

YYoouurr LLooccaall SSeewwiinngg && 
EEmmbbrrooiiddeerryy SShhoopp 

WWhheerree SSttiittcchhiinngg iiss ffuunn!! 

6701 Manlius Center Rd.
East Syracuse, New York
pickyourstitch@gmail.com
pickyourstitch.com * 315-437-0962
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Embroidery Design Collections & Supplies

Sewing Machine Notions, Accessories, Solid & Blender Fabric 

Monthly Sewing/Embroidery Classes & Clubs 

Sewing Machine Maintenance & Repairs
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Monday – Friday 10am – 5pm   *   Saturday 10am – 3pm    *   Closed Sunday 

YYoouurr LLooccaall SSeewwiinngg && 
EEmmbbrrooiiddeerryy SShhoopp 

WWhheerree SSttiittcchhiinngg iiss ffuunn!! 

6701 Manlius Center Rd.
East Syracuse, New York
pickyourstitch@gmail.com
pickyourstitch.com * 315-437-0962

We hope everyone is safe and healthy. We are open for curbside delivery, 
just give us a call or send an email and we will be happy to get you what 
you need. Please leave a message and we will get back to you. Thank 
you for supporting small businesses during this National Crisis.

470 Locke Rd | Groton, New York 13073
607-216-2563
Facebook:  
Longarm Quilting - Designs by Jenn

Website: www.longarmquilting.net

Longarm Quilting Designs by JennLongarm Quilting Designs by Jenn

Digital Longarm Quilting Service
Prices start at 1.5 cents per square inch
*No minimum

Groton, Preble

Win A $25 Gift Certificate
 

We give away a $25 Gift Certificate each issue to redeem at a local advertiser’s shop!  
You can register online at www.theregisterweb.com/newyork/win.php or complete 

the form (photocopy is acceptable) and mail to:  
P.O. Box 365, New Market, MD 21774. Please also include a favorite recipe,  

quote, tip or a craft project you want to share with other readers.
The drawing will be made prior to the next issue. The winner will be mailed 

information on redeeming their certificate and also announced in the next issue.  
Note: We do not place your information on any mailing list.

And the Winner is...And the Winner is...
Our winner from last issue is Linda Herring. Linda will receive the 
gift certificate to spend at Heartworks Quilts and Fabrics in Fly Creek. 
Linda enjoys shopping there because “Margaret is always so helpful 
when selecting fabric.” Congratulations Linda!

The New York Register Gift Certificate Entry Form
ALL ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETED TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE PRIZE DRAWING

Name ________________________________________________________________

Street _______________________ City ________________ State ___ Zip _________

Phone ______________________________ Email ____________________________

My favorite advertiser in this issue is: ________________________________________

I enjoy visiting this shop because: __________________________________________

Please tell us about a local business you’d like to see advertising in The New York Register.
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Luckily, we decided to grab most of Rachel’s stuff from her apartment at Clemson 
after our Spring Break trip. That turned out to be a smart move as classes moved 

to online for rest of semester while we drove home that day in March. 
A selfie with Grace and Amy. 

 I think I was born patriotic. It may have something to do with being born on June
14th, Flag Day. I have always liked having a birthday in June. Usually the sun is shining
and the weather is nice. As a child, my birthday always lined up with the end of  the
school year and the beginning of  summer vacation. Also, having a birthday on a day
when people fly their flags, just adds to the celebration!

As a second grade teacher, I was glad to be a part of  our school’s traditional Flag
Day program. Teaching the children, patriotic songs, poems, and the history of  our
flag, was a joy and a privilege. There is nothing more joyful than seeing children marching
around the auditorium carrying their own American flag. There is nothing more
emotional than seeing children hold hands on the risers and lift them together in unity
as they sing about seeing their flag, their country’s flag and knowing they are not
alone. I guess I am just an overly sentimental person.

When I think of  how our country began, why people came here, the goals of  our
founding fathers, and the price that has been paid for our freedom, I am filled with
awe and with pride. I am also saddened by the lack of  understanding and appreciation
of  these things by some of  our population. I think we all could use a lesson in patriotism.

Memorial Day is a day that I think many don’t understand. Growing up, those older
than me called it Decoration Day. This is a day set aside to remember and honor those
who gave the ultimate sacrifice, their lives, for our country. Graves are decorated with
flags, names are read, speeches are made, parades take place. As a young person in the
high school marching band, the biggest impression made on me, was when we marched
single file to the somber tap, tap, tap on the snare drum, as we silently entered and
made our way through the cemetery. Then as we stood in somber silence, the names
were read, rifle shots fired, taps were played. We got it. We knew. We appreciated it.

Now Memorial Day has been moved from the traditional May 30th, to a Monday at
the end of  May. This makes a three day weekend, for traveling, camping, and picnics.
It takes away from the somber remembrance of  those who fought and sacrificed. The
parade in our town no longer takes us through the cemetery. The young band members
march to the library lawn and then up the street to the VFW. Yes, the names are read,
the rifles are fired, and the taps are played. But the somber march through the cemetery
has been deleted. Only a handful of  people show up in the cemeteries. Only a handful
of  people seem to care. I am thankful for the faithful few. What will happen when they
are gone?

It is not just Memorial Day that people don’t understand or remember. July 4th is
not just a day for fireworks and picnics. It is the day we remember as the signing of
our Declaration of  Independence, when we declared our freedom as a country, no
longer to be controlled as a colony. Veteran’s Day is the day to honor and recognize
our veterans – those who have served in the service and protection of  our country. I
have never understood why many get this day off  from work or school. It seems to me
that the veterans are the ones who should have this day off  from work and be honored
on this day in some way. I have been happy to see that many restaurants honor veterans
on this day.

We should never stop teaching and practicing patriotism. We need to teach the history
of  our country and to understand what it means to be a citizen of  this great land. I
think it is our responsibility. I may be a little old fashioned and I know I am a lot
patriotic.

–Roxanne Ferguson is a retired elementary teacher. She lives with her husband, Perry, in the
Tug Hill region of  New York State. They are the parents of  three grown daughters and six
grandchildren. She enjoys writing, gardening, and music. Roxanne is active in her church and

community. (For information on books by this author, please contact her at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com.)

Wit and Wisdom
Born Patriotic

by Roxanne J. Ferguson

Become Inspired
Decorating, Entertaining and Living in the
Early American Style

by Annice Bradley Rockwell

Abundance Abounds
In challenging times as well as times of

calm, abundance can always be found if
one looks close enough. It may not
necessarily come in a form that is familiar
to us, it may actually greet us in unexpected
places of  solitude. Feelings of  unease that
often leave us depleted after using
technology can often be replaced by
feelings of inner peace and abundance if
we take time in nature to just let it in.
Stolen moments replanting a bed of  fragrant thyme, little luxuries like a loyal pair of
electric yellow orioles returning to our corner birch tree to bless us with their crisp,
clean notes of  crystalline hope or a family supper taken to be enjoyed outside under
the remarkable warmth of  an ever-giving sun are reminders that we always have a
reason to be grateful.

Comforting Connections
Nature’s hand never fails to restore even the most worried soul. Moments spent

surrounded by even the smallest natural beauty has tremendous healing power. Our
outlook is organically uplifted as we gaze upon our hardy purple lilac blooms that
graced and scented our early home’s dooryard for centuries. Hikes out to a babbling
brook which was made just a bit more vocal from the beavers’ industrious spring work
cause us to pause and to wonder upon the miracles that always surround us.

Nature’s Protective Promise
And nurturing our bonds with our animals in times of  strife helps us to remain

exactly where we belong—in the present moment surrounded by connection. It is
nature’s protective promise. It is a gift given to us unconditionally and when we receive
it we feel the truest of  harmonies—a powerful harmony that aligns us, that protects
us and that keeps us whole.

–Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

Shop Local –Especially Now

    by Susan Baldani
The pandemic has hit the country

hard, and could unfortunately have
lasting ramifications for quite some
time. The economy has taken a severe
hit, and many stores, especially those
that are small and independently
owned, will be struggling to survive.
So, once this crisis is over, what can we do to help?

Next time you’re out, take a stroll around your downtown. Look closely at the local
businesses to be found there. We often drive by without giving them a second thought.
In addition to the stores you may already patronize, focus on those you may never
have taken the time to visit. Speak to the owners and salespeople and find out what
they have to offer. You never know what you might find. If  you see something you
like, buy it, and then tell other people about it.  Spread the word about these fine
establishments - word of  mouth is an effective form of  advertising and doesn’t cost
anything. I’ve often visited places because someone told me how wonderful the products
and service were in those particular shops.

Pay careful attention to the advertisements in this publications to find out what they
actually have to offer. If  some shops don’t exactly fit what you’re interested in or are
selling things you don’t usually buy, try to support them anyway. For example, if  you’re
not a knitter but know someone who is, buy special yarn and needles as gifts from
those shops that sell them. If  you have never gone antiquing, but love the look of  old
and solid furniture, browse what these types of  stores have in stock. If  you’re a novice,
you can also get all your questions answered about particular pieces or styles you’re
interested in. The owners and salespeople in these small stores are usually very
knowledgeable about their businesses.

Many of  these local mom-and-pop stores have been fixtures in their communities
for ages. The proprietors, some going back generations, have worked hard for countless
years to build up their businesses and develop loyal customer bases.  Small towns just
wouldn’t be the same without them.

So, let’s show our support for these neighborhood treasures that can be found all
across the country, in small towns and large, by buying locally and encouraging others
to do the same. You’ll not only be doing a great service, but also have fun finding
some unique and quality items to enjoy for years to come.

–Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles about small town life, décor, books and
food for various magazines across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at

suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com.

Keep Our Towns Vibrant And Strong

Kissed Quilts by Marlene Oddie

Spring Has Sprung!
In our local town we have two beautiful dogwood trees that

intertwine, each with a different color of  bloom so it actually
looks like one tree with two colors of  blooms. They are so
beautiful. When I originally finished this quilt, I quickly went
to photograph the quilt in the midst of  the trees.

This turned out to be a bit more of  a challenge as the wind
came up and the blooms on the tree were at the top of  the quilt
so I really needed a drone shot! As I was shooting by myself, I
hung the quilt using a photography background stand and would
run around to the front to attempt to get the shot before the
wind would try to blow it over. Fortunately, I’m able to share
this one with you.

Do you have special spots in your town with concentrations
of  color? I hope you get to enjoy them in the great outdoors in this beautiful spring
weather. Maybe an inspired adventure on Mother’s Day to mark the occasion.

This Island Batik collection of  fabric called “Smooch” seemed like just the palette
of  colors to use my fat quarter friendly quilt design “City Windows” and create a fresh
spring quilt. Check your local quilt shops for this collection that is arriving now.

My pattern “City Windows” is available on my website digitally or you can order it to
be mailed. There are 11 size configurations and instructions to accommodate 6 to 30
fat quarters. Check my Facebook page for the ‘Autumn’ version. Let me know by May
30, 2020, what collection you would make this in to be entered for a free pattern.

.

–Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by education, project manager by
profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA, at her quilt shop, KISSed
Quilts. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys

designing quilts and assisting in the creation of  a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Patterns,
kits and fabric are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s adventures via

http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts or http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com.

Annual Flowers that Attract Butterflies
Annual flowers provide food for butterflies while not demanding

a long-term commitment in garden space. The home gardener can
support butterflies by planting a variety of  flowers. “Native-plant-
only gardens” hinder the expansion of  invasive plants, but the narrow
native plant flowering calendar does not provide food for late-
migrating Monarch butterflies. The best flowers a gardener plants
support butterflies from the earliest spring to post-frost.

Chives (Allium schoenoprasum L.)  belongs to the Lily family.
The herb is a member of  the fines herbes of  French haute cuisine.
Finely diced chive scapes, the long round leaves, taste well mixed
into sour cream right before serving as a topping for baked potatoes.
I treat chives as an annual. Chives are identified as a perennial, but
they never survive our Kansas winter. Chives common flower color
is purple, and bloom in the early summer. Chives rarely grow taller
than 18 in (45 cm). Direct seed ¼ in (0.5 cm) deep in full sun when the soil temperature
is 60 °F (15.5 °C). Remove spent flower heads to prevent a chive invasion.

Zinnias (Zinnia species L.) belong to the Aster family. Butterflies in our garden are
not choosy among single or double flowers. A single flower has one row of  petals
around the button center, whereas a double flower has two or more rows of  petals.
Butterflies also visit dwarf  varieties just as often as the hummingbird-favorite 6-ft
(1.8-m) tall variety. Plant zinnia seeds under grow lights 8 weeks before your final frost
date. Plant seedlings in full sun in a well-drained, compost-rich location. The taller the
variety, the further apart the seedlings should be planted. Plant taller 6-ft (1.8-m) varieties
two feet apart. I plant the dwarf  varieties in mass plantings about 8 in (20 cm) apart.
Water at the stem base of  all zinnia varieties to prevent powdery mildew problems.

Mexican or Red Sunflower [Tithonia rotundifolia (Mill.) S.F. Blake] belongs to the
Aster family, too. Mexican sunflower produces yellow, red and orange flowers blooming
August to the first frost. My experience with Mexican Sunflower is as an annual. Plant
Mexican Sunflower seeds into a well-drained soil surface two feet apart. The seeds
require sunlight to germinate. Expect the sunflower to grow to a height between 3 and
6 ft. I stake all sunflowers with steel fence posts. To avoid a tall, brittle stem pinch the
primary stem back to encourage a shrub-like structure. Mexican Sunflowers require
little maintenance making them a favorite in our butterfly garden.

Butterflies are delicate looking creatures making their way in the world one wing
stroke at a time. Poets compare butterflies to living, moving stain glass windows.
Butterfly care and feeding is a beautiful hobby that reaps timeless rewards.

– Wendi Rogers’ bio: Wendi Rogers lives in Wabaunsee County, Kansas, and began gardening
when she started and sold her first marigold seedlings when she was 8 years old. She has a Ph.D.

in Agronomy from the University of  Missouri, a Master of  Science in Animal and Range
Science from North Dakota State University and a Bachelor of  Science in Biology from Fort

Hays State University. She likes to help people grow their own food.

by Wendi Rogers, Ph.D.

Peas and New Potatoes
Martin Family Recipe

Recipes from Wendi Rogers

2 cups fresh peas
1 1/3 cups fresh small, newly dug
potatoes no larger than a US quarter,
or equivalent white potato cut into 1-
inch (2.5 cm) cubes
2 tablespoon unsalted butter
Steam peas and potatoes until potatoes are tender. Remove from heat when potatoes
are cooked.
While peas and potatoes steam, melt butter or margarine in a medium saucepan.
Add flour and stir until it is a well-combined paste. Slowly add milk or cream and
stir with a whisk until combined. Continue stirring with a whisk until white sauce
slowly bubbles for one minute and is thickened. Remove from heat. Add peas and
potatoes. Dash salt and pepper. Cut fresh parsley leaves into fine pieces with kitchen
shears over the saucepan. Gently stir until vegetables are well coated with white
sauce. Serve immediately.

2 tablespoon white flour
1 cup (8 oz) milk, or half-half, or heavy
cream, whatever you have in the
refrigerator
Salt and black pepper to taste
Fresh parsley leaves

Celebrating Spring Peas
Peas are the easiest vegetable to plant in the Spring. Gardeners grow three

types of  modern, common garden peas: Sweet Peas, which have inedible
pods; Snow Peas, which have edible pods; and Snap Peas which have edible
pods with full-sized peas. Archeologists date the earliest legume-like pea
production in Syria and Turkey to 7500 BC. Pea soup and pease porridge
were food staples of  Medieval Europe. Peas provided reliable harvests that
kept famine away for thousands of  years.

Soil temperature is an important factor in a successful peas harvest. Seed
package directions will say to plant six to four weeks before the last frost,
but soil temperature needs to be 45°F (7°C). Soil temperature approaching
60°F (15.5°C) is best. Soil thermometers can be purchased at a local garden
store, or you can locate your area’s soil temperature online at the closest
mesonet reporting station. Snow cover should not harm emerging seedlings, but air
temperatures below 30°F (-1°C) for several days may kill certain pea varieties.

If  you experienced problems growing garden peas in the past, you may need to treat
the seeds with a powdered legume inoculant. In theory, if  you have raised green beans
or peas in a garden bed then that soil has been inoculated with the symbiotic Rhizobia
bacteria. Follow the inoculant package’s directions which may include soaking the
seeds in water overnight then tossing the seeds with the inoculant powder right before
planting. Powdered legume Rhizobia inoculant is sold at most locally owned garden
centers.

Select disease-resistant pea varieties. Package instructions may direct you to soak
seeds overnight. Soak seeds only if  your soil temperature at planting is no lower than
60°F (15.5° C). Cool, wet soils house diseases and root rot. Plant seeds 1 inch (2.5 cm)
deep and 2 inches (5 cm) apart. Do not thin peas after germination. Days to harvest
depends on daily weather and soil moisture. If  I do not think I can get 60 consecutive
days with a daily high air temperature below 90°F (32°C), I do not plant peas.

Peas are best steamed. Boiling fresh peas removes sugars and breaks down the fibers
of  the seed. Eating fresh peas is a recent culinary invention. Peas historically were
harvested and stored like dry beans. Fresh peas were considered poisonous in Medieval
Europe. Fresh peas are now as anticipated as the first garden tomato.

– Wendi Rogers’ bio: Wendi Rogers lives in Wabaunsee County, Kansas, and began gardening
when she started and sold her first marigold seedlings when she was 8 years old. She has a Ph.D.

in Agronomy from the University of  Missouri, a Master of  Science in Animal and Range
Science from North Dakota State University and a Bachelor of  Science in Biology from Fort

Hays State University. She likes to help people grow their own food.

by Wendi Rogers, Ph.D.

About the Cover Artist
DebbieHaviland

Debbie Haviland’s heartfelt creations have captured the attention of 
many companies and her work is highly sought after. “In my heart I have 

always cherished being an artist and creating art that delights and inspires,” says 
Debbie. As a young girl she would eagerly anticipate the upcoming holidays and spend 

hours and hours making homemade Christmas cards for all of her relatives and parent’s friends.
Debbie graduated from the New York School of Visual arts. After graduation, she started working 

in New York City as an assistant art director. A few years later she met my husband to be. Together 
they started a greeting card company and then decided to look for ways to license Debbie’s art.

Debbie’s art adorn hundreds of products such as calendars, framed prints, posters, greeting cards, 
fabrics, needlepoint, woven throws, gift bags, note cubes, tapestries, tapestry runners, posters, 
software, pillows, furniture, gift bags, blankets, figurines, candles and candle holders, banners, art 
flags, note pads, wrapping paper, ornaments, tins, recipe cards, place mats, wall hangings, paper 
goods, baby bedding, metalware, wall hangings, stationary, paper napkins, ceramics, rugs, trays, 
decorative boxes and patterns.

For info on licensing Debbie’s work, contact Linda McDonald, Inc. 704-370-0057.

Free Pattern

Use this pattern for
embroidery, wool applique,
punch needle or rug
hooking, painted projects or
whatever your imagination
can dream up! Reduce or
enlarge pattern as desired.

Free Embroidery Pattern
May not be sold or used for commercial purposes.
For more fun and creative inspiration visit: www.JacquelynneSteves.com

Over The Tea Cup By Janet Young

With the advent of  Mother’s Day, I began to think of
symbols which constitute a family. As I did a word that
jumped out was kitchen, which in turn as I contemplated
a little while longer transformed into kitchen table.

Stop and think about what goes on at this meeting
ground, besides sharing meals.

Throughout the centuries, even as far back as the
pioneer days, the kitchen table was the heart and soul of  the home. In those days their
houses consisted of  one large room where laundry, bathing, cooking, baking, and so
much more were carried out.

Perhaps in those days, minus the counter tops of  today, this is where the meals were
prepared, potatoes chopped, pie dough rolled out. In other words, this was their work
station for preparing meals.

The kitchen table would have been where the children gathered to do their homework,
where Dad may have cleaned his rifle, and Mom did a sewing/mending project nearby.
Stories were shared about their days, and perhaps this is where the children learned
about God, as Scripture was read, and prayers were said over each meal.

The kitchen table was and is a powerful bonding tool. This is where after a hard
day’s work in the field, family would gather not only to eat, but perhaps plan their work
schedule for the next day. Planting and harvesting season meant a lot of  work, and for
them to survive they had to work together to be assured of  plenty of  food for the
upcoming cold and harsh winter months.

Budgets were planned at the table. Bills were paid. Assessing what the upcoming
needs might be for the family, and setting aside, if  possible, the money to meet these
needs, all took place at the table.

Fast forward to today.  Sadly, our tables are empty at night or some members of  the
family are missing whether due to work schedules, sports, or numerous other reasons.
Whatever the reason, it is a time being swept aside for other pursuits. The times, when
families are at the table together, is there any conversation going on? Or, especially
with the teens – are they texting, watching shows, playing video games etc. on their cell
phones? These are missed opportunities for connecting and catching up with the day’s
activities.

The kitchen today is the central space for socializing. With wide open spaces, it is an
invitation for a larger number of  people to congregate and have a festive gathering.
Food served at the table today is varied and so various cultures are introduced with the
ethnic foods offered.

The kitchen table may have evolved, but it still beacons families to come and sit and
enjoy time together. This Mother’s Day, my hope will be that you and your family
members can gather round the kitchen table and share the love you have for one
another.

  –Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant, is a founding member of  MATB
Association and freelance writer/national tea presenter. www.overtheteacup.com.

Kitchen Table–The Heart and Soul of the Home
Life in Skunk Hollow     by Julie A. Druck

National Library Week was recently celebrated. Upon
learning that, and in conjunction with the fact that I’m
currently reading a book about libraries, I thought I’d
wax eloquent for a bit about my library love.

Libraries and I have a long history.  Actually, the library
I’m referring to is the little bitty one I’ve patronized
since I was old enough to read.  The library itself  is
simply a doublewide mobile home that’s literally 3
minutes from our farm.  It’s on the outskirts of  my old
hometown, and it’s the same one that my grandfather would drive me to in the
summertime to fill up on more Nancy Drew’s.  (I ate those things like candy.)

I’ve always loved to read and the nearness and familiar comfort of  our little library
encouraged that habit.  I couldn’t wait until I turned 13 – that was the age you had to
be in order to volunteer at the library.  The summer that my best friend and I “came of
age,” we signed up at the same time.  What bliss it was (yes, I’m a nerd) to hear the
clunk of  the book charger as it inked the due date onto a card, but it was even better
to be the one who MADE the clunk.

During my high school years, the library was used mostly for homework help and
term paper resources.  That season of  my library experience was more about business,
less about the sheer love of  reading.

But library love flourished again when my husband and I began our family.  Our
three sons were introduced early in life to story time and the joys of  the summer
reading program.  Every week would find us lugging home book bags full of  treasures.
As our sons grew, our use of  the library grew.  Since we homeschooled before all of
life was entangled in the worldwide web, the library was our main source of  knowledge.
We literally couldn’t have homeschooled without it.  When the boys were in the early
grades, I’d plan unit studies on all kinds of  topics to introduce them to the incredible
world around us.  Library books opened their eyes to places and things and concepts
that they might never have known otherwise.

Those boys are grown and gone now, yet even in my empty nest years, the love
remains.  It’s rare that a week passes when I’m not at that same little library picking up
more books to read on our deck in the sunshine or audios for my husband and I to
listen to on monthly trips to our cabin.

And I’m happy to report that my library love continues on into the next generation.
Our two sweet grandbabies have been introduced to the joys of  our little library.
They’ve both already reached their goal of  having 1,000 books read to them before
kindergarten.  I love seeing their faces pop up on the library’s TV screen celebrating
their achievement, along with the other children who are blessed to have parents who
know the incredible importance of  library love.

If  it’s been awhile since you frequented your local library (big or small), check it out
and show your support for all that libraries contribute to our communities.  You just
might fall into library love yourself.

–Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.

Library Love

Quilting With Barbara By Barbara Conquest

Several years ago, I bestowed a small wall quilt upon a
friend. I thought it the perfect gift for her as it featured
yellow roses, her favorite flower. She liked the quilt and
hung it in her home. Recently, she moved. Through a
somewhat mysterious chain of  events, I discovered that the
quilt was lost to her. She felt badly, as did I.

What to do? Good thing that quilters have UFOs
(Unfinished Objects). You might wonder how this happens.
Why is a project, started with interest and enthusiasm,
languishing unfinished? The reasons are many. An occasion like a wedding or birth
demands the creation of  a different project on a particular timeline. The quilter has
learned what she wanted from starting the project and has lost interest. Encountering
a new “shiny thing” has the quilter dropping everything else to answer the call of  the
new sparkle.

I have more than one UFO waiting for a time when it might interest me again. My
oldest has been patiently waiting for, maybe, ten years. Periodically, I sort through all
those projects. Those that no longer hold interest are broken down. Fabric goes back
into my collection. Finished bits are donated, recycled or disposed of. Those that still
speak strongly to me are stored away again waiting for the right time to be called forth
and finished.

My current quandary—a new quilt gift for my friend—was resolved by using a
UFO. She loves the outdoors! An avid hiker, she has completed weeklong hiking
experiences, carrying everything needed and sleeping under the stars. In my UFO
collection, I had a small landscape piece depicting mountains and a peaceful lake
surrounded by a stand of  aspen trees. I completed this piece and presented it as her
holiday gift. It now hangs in her library room.

“When I look at it,” she says, “I feel centered and calm. It’s like looking out of  a
window into another place that makes me happy.”

I believe that all those UFOs will, one day, find their time and purpose. I hope all of
your Unfinished Objects meet with the same happy end!

–© Barbara Conquest writes her column from Blue Sky Quilting in Tofield, AB.

The UFO

The New York Register
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Ah, yes . . .more hired hands on the ranch. Men taking
life one day-at-a-time and making it as best they could
until able to move on. I wonder if  they ever have reason
to think back and remember us.

One of  our hired men was pretty rough around the
edges. I remember he was older, very unkempt and had
formerly been a sheep herder. He spoke of  living in a
small camper near his herd. He had a very unusual name,
which I still remember. Another memorable thing was
that he also ate something he called “sop.”  Mom always
fixed meat and potato-type meals so they would stick
with a man through a day of  hard work. We would watch
the men load their plates, two, sometimes three times!
(No wonder the back end of  the station wagon was
always FULL when she went on her monthly grocery shopping trips.) She had anywhere
from seven to sometimes 10 people to feed every day and that included however many
helpings anyone wanted! At the end of  all of  Mom’s delicious, all-you-could-eat meals,
this hired hand would fill his glass with big chunks of  bread, add a bit of  sugar and
then pour milk over it. He’d proceed to slurp it with a spoon like it was dessert. We
were properly appalled one meal when Dad actually joined him with his own glass of
sop, saying, “Mama’s homemade bread used to make the best!” One can only imagine
how five kids silently reacted to that! The man didn’t stay very long. I think he much
preferred his former solitary life and, quite honestly, so did we – for him and for us.

Another hand was a pleasant, very clean middle-aged man, but he had a bit of  a
conceited nature. He liked to show off  and we kids were the perfect naive audience.
My memories go back to a day on horseback – with only two or three of  us along with
him. We came across a raccoon in the pasture. He grinned, got his lariat rope off  his
saddle and proceeded to show how good his roping skills were. Well, woe to anyone
who successfully ropes a raccoon! Oh, my goodness! I was not only not impressed; I
was scared to death! Leather gloves were all he had for protection to get that rope off
that angry critter. They weren’t enough, but had to do. Even though raccoons seem so
cute and amiable, you do not want a raccoon at the end of  your rope!

There was a young man who worked for a while and seemed like a really nice guy. We
all took to him right away. My siblings and I had never met a real Texan cowboy! We all
fell for his slow, soft-spoken drawl. I don’t think any of  us will forget the first night he
had dinner with us. He was pretty quiet throughout the meal, only a few words like
“pass the potatoes, please.”  I can only imagine the general “hub-bub” we had going
on. Towards the end of  the meal, he decided to speak. I remember it like yesterday. He
looked around the table and said, “Nah offense, but y’all shore do tawk funny.” We all
just about fell off  our chairs laughing. He had taken the words right out of  our thoughts!

After a time, Dad felt comfortable leaving him with the work routine of  the ranch.
Mom and Dad decided we would take a four-day vacation across the border to Colorado.
It was the first vacation we’d ever been on, and the very thought was so exciting, I
didn’t think I could stand the wait until leaving. We went to Colorado Springs and saw
the sights around there: Garden of  the Gods, Royal Gorge, Seven Falls, Cave of  the
Winds, etc. We would drive each day fairly late into the night and find a modest motel
for the few hours until morning. Each new place was a novelty to us and part of  the
adventure! Mom insisted on a good breakfast and a good bed each day! A restaurant
breakfast meal was also part of  the excitement of  being on vacation. We tail-gated
before it was the thing to do and had boloney sandwiches from the back of  the station
wagon for lunch and supper. We learned about these places called “rest areas” but
they were few and far between back then. Lots of  times, there was just a barrel on a
pull-off  sandy area next to the highway.

When we got home, things were a bit too quiet. Our “funny talkin’” Texan had left
and taken a saddle and some tack with him to pawn. It was a confusing thing to me.
How could such a nice person be a thief. I was confused and hurt.

Not long ago, I visited with one of  my brothers about this very same Texan from
years ago. While my memories ended with him being gone, my brother remembered
that Dad ended up getting the saddle and tack back plus bailing the guy out of  jail!
While obviously very upset and disappointed with the man, my Dad gave him a second
chance, and he worked a short while longer. My brother remembers Christmas
correspondences with the man’s Mother in Texas for several years and, also, a letter
from the man, himself, thanking Dad for giving a foolish young man a second chance.
I have no idea why I wouldn’t have remembered that, but I believe my brother.  And .
. . truth be told, that would’ve been my Dad.

Along with learning about life in general and life on the ranch, we had plenty of
lessons in human nature as we lived alongside the various hired hands that came our
way. Looking back, I can’t help but think there were probably many miracles of
protection during those years, other than just with rattlesnakes and hired men. God is
good and I’m able to view those men and those years from the perspective of  having
had no fear of  them, and, to my knowledge, no reason. As kids, we simply trusted.
However! I don’t doubt that Mom’s prayers counted mightily. With hindsight, thank
You, God.

–Written by Sherry Osland of  Praise Works Quilting in Abilene, formerly writing the Quilts
That Redeem column for The Country Register. For examples of  quilting (as well as pictures of

Hand-braided rugs and Quilts That Redeem books, for sale) go to: facebook.com/
praiseworksquilting Contact information: sherryo51@hotmail.com or 785-263-5528.

Slices of Life     by Sherry Osland

Cinderella Boots -Toads Helping my Mom got me sewing on my own. I even
took home ed class when it was not cool for guys to do
that. When my cotton shirts frayed around the collar and
cuffs, I learned how to turn them and make the shirts last
longer. That is how I learned that “as you sew -  so shall
you rip” as I forgot to switch sleeves when sewing the cuffs
back on.

Now retired, I enjoy quilting. Maybe it is the challenge
of  turning scraps into something useful, completing a spe-
cial gift which will be remembered for years to come, or
just seeing a child’s smile when handed their own quilt.
There is always more to learn.

What has not changed is having fabric clerks asking me,
“What is your wife going to do with all that fabric.” I just
smile and tell them she is sitting in the car, doing her online
shopping or maybe having a cup of  coffee. When shop-
ping in Pennsylvania a lady asked me that question and before I could answer the
young Amish girl cutting my order politely told her I was a quilter. The lady asked her
how she knew and received a quick lesson in fabric shopping. Yep, we quilters stick
together. So the next time you see a man in a quilt store, please, just let him shop away
and do not ask him that question. It just might be me. See you in the shops!

–Jim Otto is a retired police chief  and amateur playwright that coordinates Stitchers for a Cause
in Glen Allen, VA. Jim has been asked that question numerous times during his trips into

fabric stores around the country. Stitchers for a Cause has completed over 5,500 quilts, 4,000
wheelchair/walker bags, 1,500 capes for kids, 2,000 pillowcases and numerous other needed

articles for donation since their start in 2007. Their donations have been sent to California Fire
Victims, Texas for flood relief, orphanages in the Ukraine, military vets in chemo treatment

centers, and over 40 other programs, both local and national.

Why Ask Me That? by James Otto

I was raised by a hard-working, handsome, quiet yet strong man
who made sure mom and us three girls had what we needed and
wanted.  I consider myself  a very lucky girl because not everyone
can say this.  My dad was raised in a small town in southern Indiana.
He had three brothers and one sister.  He was raised by a very
sweet mom who treated her baby boy with love and kindness.
Dad worked two jobs most of  my childhood and still works very
hard.  Even at 89, he still mows his acre yard, cleans out the gutters
(at the objection of  us girls), still drives to town taking mom to
lunch and their weekly Walmart trip.

Another father in my life is my father-in-law.  He’s been a part
of  my life since my husband and I started dating over 46 years ago.  He too is a very
hard worker having been raised on a dairy farm where he started his day at 4 a.m. to
milk the cows, plowed the fields, raised beef, swine and sheep and didn’t get to come
home until well after dark most nights.  Both of  these men mean the world to me and
I love them both so much.

My very favorite father is my husband, aka, honey bunny.  We were only 18 and 20
when we married and within 2 years we had our first child.  He jumped right in changing
diapers, gave baths and loved taking her to town with him.  Now, that’s a feat in itself
when you’re trying to get a child in and out of  a car seat.  My big, strong football player
was so gentle with our precious girls.  But as rough and tough as he is, he’s a softie too.
The poor fella actually fainted when our third child, a son was born.  We were sure the
baby would be another girl as it was in my family that he went white with surprise and
down he went to the ground.  He has always stuck to the story that he got over-heated
and that’s why he fainted. Ha, Ha.  This man is even more awesome since he has
become a papaw to our four grandchildren.  He loves them with all his heart.  I admire
the way he frets over them when they are sick, when they are showing their 4-H
animals or just when they are out of  his sight in a crowded room.

Two other fathers I admire are my son-in-laws.  My daughters also married hard-
working, loving men like their dad, who take such good care of  them.  They too give
their all to their families and are very involved in the day to day activities of  my
grandbabies.  I could not ask for better son-in-laws.

As father’s day is approaching, I look forward to celebrating the fathers in my life. I
can honestly say I’ve got the cream of  the crop in my life and I am very blessed.

–Tammy Page writes about life experiences and farm life in Indiana.

The Fathers in my Life     by Tammy Page
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A MOTHER’S LOVE
by Lesley Nutta l, Dryden, ON, Canada

They say love is blind, and it must be true,
A Mother’s love stretches to the moon, and right back to you.

She loved you before you even opened your eyes,
with complete loving devotion that could fill the skies.

The magic component of a Mother’s love,
has more loving patience than you could think of.

She provides gentleness daily, and a guiding hand,
inspiring joy and confidence as if it were planned.

A Mother is the greatest friend anyone has ever had.
She will cheer you up when you might feel sad.

And she can turn a frown upside down,
while encouraging smiling faces all around.

She has given the gift of life to you.
Her loving heart overflows; if only you knew.

Being loved by such a Mother, as time quickly flies,
is a blessing for you, with a Mother so wise.

In today’s tech world, thank you comes in an
email or a post on your laptop or smartphone. I
admit I’ve used these methods but nothing beats
an old-fashioned store bought or homemade card
with a handwritten note of  thanks.

When I got married, I took up the habit of
sending thank you cards for the many wedding
gifts, the birthday presents and the nice things our
family did for us. When our children came along,
I continued the gesture and wrote notes on their
behalf  as they received birthday and holiday gifts. Sometimes just sending a random
“Thinking of  You” card can brighten a very lonely day. As the kids got older, we wrote
thank yous together for birthday and holiday gifts and sometimes “just because.” They
found it fun to look for cute notecards in the store and usually a package of  stickers to
dot the outside of  the envelopes. As toddlers I would ask them what they wanted to
say, write it for them and then let them “sign” their names at the bottom. Of  course.
they had to add hearts, xos and an occasional funny face or animal. The proud smiles
on their faces were worth a million dollars! I think it’s so important to teach children
the value of  family, friendship and showing that you love and appreciate each other. It
brings so much joy to the giver and the receiver.

As they got older and into their teens, I didn’t even have to mention to them that it
was time to write a thank you note. Usually in their Christmas stockings would be a
new collection of  cute note cards to last them through the various holidays and gift
giving events of  the coming year. They sure made me proud as they expressed thanks
in their own words, with their own thoughts as they licked each envelope and mailed
them to grandparents, aunts, uncles and family friends.

As adults they continue to make me proud. Even when they left our home to go off
to college, they still wrote cards with such sweet and thoughtful messages of  love,
thanks and “missing you.” Now, with their own children, they continue the tradition
of  card writing. I love getting their cards with envelopes packed tight with my
grandchildren’s colored pages and words of  love. They are usually dotted with stickers,
pictures of  farm animals, hearts and never without our usual xoxoxo. I hope they
continue this practice as they get older and go off  on their own because who doesn’t
love to get mail?

–Tammy Page writes from her family farm in Indiana.

The Best Way to Say Thank You
    by Tammy Page

Town and Country Cooking
Zest for cooking

by Janette Hess

Having a zest for cooking makes food
preparation exciting. Using zest for
cooking makes the food itself  exciting.

Citrus zest transforms simple kitchen
staples -- flour, sugar, butter, eggs – into
desserts with such light, fresh flavor that
they just beg to be served in the spring.
Zest, of  course, is the thin, colorful, outer
skin of  citrus fruits such as lemons, limes
and oranges. Methods for removal
include grating and micro-planing.

Lemon Pudding follows the British
tradition of  calling any type of  rustic
dessert a “pudding.” This cake-like treat
is served warm from the oven with a
ladleful of  buttery Lemon Sauce.

The recipe for Zesty Sugar Cookies
brings a bright twist to traditional sugar
cookies. Although the directions call for
the dough to rolled into balls and then
flattened on cookie sheets, the dough also
may be chilled and used for cut-out sugar
cookies. (Just be sure to use plenty of
flour when rolling and cutting.)
Buttercream Frosting offers the perfect
finishing touch.

3 cups flour
½ teaspoon baking powder
½ teaspoon baking soda
1 cup sugar, plus extra for forming
cookies
¼ teaspoon salt
1 cup (2 sticks) unsalted butter
2 eggs
1 teaspoon lemon extract
½ teaspoon vanilla extract
Zest of 2 medium lemons*

Blend flour, baking powder,
baking soda, sugar and salt. Using
pastry blender or fork, cut butter
into dry ingredients to create small
crumbs. Beat eggs with extracts
and add to crumbs. Toss and stir to
moisten crumbs and then press
together. Do not overmix. Form
dough into small balls. Place on
cookie sheet and flatten with cup
that has been dipped into sugar.
Bake at 375 degrees for 10 minutes,
or until cookies are baked but not
browned. Immediately transfer to
cooling rack. When cool, frost
lightly with Lemon Buttercream
Frosting. Store in airtight container.
Makes up to 4 dozen cookies.

*If  desired, zest of  1 large
orange but substitute orange
extract in cookie and frosting.

Lemon Buttercream Frosting:
1/3 cup unsalted butter, softened
3 cups powdered sugar
1 teaspoon lemon extract
½ teaspoon vanilla extract
2 tablespoons milk
Using mixer, combine butter and

powdered sugar. Add liquids and
beat until smooth.

Lemon Pudding
1¾ cups flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
¼ cup unsalted butter, at room
temperature
¾ cup sugar
1 large egg
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Zest of 1 lemon
¾ cup milk, at room temperature
Combine flour and baking powder; set
aside. In large mixing bowl beat
together butter, sugar, egg, vanilla
extract and lemon zest. Alternately
add dry ingredients and milk. Beat
until smooth. Transfer batter into
prepared 8- by 8-inch glass cake pan.
(Metal pan will result in dark edges.)
Bake at 350 degrees for approximately
30 minutes, or until pick inserted in
center comes out clean. Cool slightly.
Cut into squares and place on
individual dessert plates. Ladle warm
Lemon Sauce over each square. Makes
9 servings.

1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons cornstarch
Pinch (1/16 teaspoon) salt
2 cups boiling water
¼ cup unsalted butter, at room
temperature
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
Zest of 1 lemon

In microwavable bowl, combine
sugar, cornstarch and salt. Whisk in 2
cups boiling water. Place bowl in
microwave. Cook for up to 3 minutes,
stirring once every minute, until
mixture is thickened. Remove from
microwave and add butter, juice and
zest. Serve warm over Lemon
Pudding.

Lemon Sauce:

–A trained journalist, Janette Hess focuses
her writing on interesting foods. She enjoys

collecting, testing and sharing recipes.

Zesty Sugar CookiesHelp is Still Needed  
Sewing Masks

We are so honored to hear how many of our readers are 
making masks and other PPE. You’ve shared your posts on 
our Facebook page and we ask you keep doing so to share 
and inspire others. We know there are many patterns and 
MANY places that needs the masks. We wanted to offer 
some other resources too, in case they are helpful.

We have been connected with the Cancer Treatment Centers 
of America Global, Inc. (CTCA) regarding their need for home 
sewn masks to help protect their patients and care givers. 
Here are the CTCA instructions and details for delivering 
masks.

The other need may be your local hospitals (and friends/
neighbors if wearing masks in public is required in their 
state). Please check with your local hospitals to determine 
their needs and drop off policies.

Feel free to share this information (pattern, instructions, 
need locations and delivery) with others who can help.

We ask that anyone who helps make masks email us here 
at The Country Register with how many masks were made 
and where they were sent. That way we can compile a list of 
number of masks and locations The Country Register readers 
across the US contributed.

Some self-care tips to  
brighten your day! 

Make a To-Do List
Create a to-do list each day. It doesn’t have to be a long and 
extravagant list, it doesn’t even have to be centered around 
work. Feeling motivated and accomplished is important to 
self-care.

Enjoy a Cup of Coffee or Tea
Teas that soothe and relax, such as are peppermint, 

chamomile, and lavender can be a great  
pick-me-up. Add some honey to your tea 

to sweeten it up or spice up your 
daily coffee with cinnamon.

Call a Friend
Connect with a friend that 

you haven’t spoken to in awhile.

Excerpted by Sabrina Chen

Back Porch Break
by Nancy Parker Brummett

Wheelin’ into Summer
What would our summers be without wheels?

Recently I visited with a young mom while two of
her sons rode on Big Wheels nearby. She kept
apologizing for the noise the vehicles and the boys
were making, but I was enjoying it because it
brought to mind some sweet summer memories.

When my two boys were young we lived in a
neighborhood with sidewalks and our house was at
the bottom of a long hill just perfect for the Big
Wheels of the time. At the end of each summer day
our front yard would be the depository for six or
eight Big Wheels until the dads got home at the end of the day and came down to
retrieve them. A little bit of the suburban dream!

But those aren’t the only wheels spinning and whirling through summers then and
now, are they? Remember the roller skates that we had to attach to our shoes and
tighten up with a skate key—the same key we wore around our necks on a string
to make sure all our friends knew we could skate? I don’t think my sisters and I
wore shoes all summer except to go to church and to roller skate on our driveway.
We would oil our wheels with WD-40 to make sure we could go really fast!

Our rudimentary roller skates morphed into inline skates that were all the rage on
California boardwalks in more recent summers, and then into the “wheelies” that
popped out of normal looking tennis shoes, much to the surprise of mall shoppers
who saw a child on summer vacation go zooming past them unexpectedly.

But all those wheels found their way to the back of the closet when each gener-
ation became old enough to get real wheels—a car of their own or the permission
to borrow a parent’s car. True status was when you had wheels in the real sense
and the freedom to go where you wanted on a hot summer evening—maybe to
the drive-in theater or to cruise the strip with friends, all the windows down. It was
a little piece of heaven in my high school days to pull into a drive-in restaurant
with curb service for milkshakes and French fries, and today’s teenagers no doubt
experience similar yet different thrills.

Little red wagons, trikes, bicycles, scooters—all remain a part of the summer
scene, and still dependent on wheels to make them go. There’s no better time than
summer to get yourself some wheels and have some fun, so welcome summer by
wheelin’ into it!

Nancy Parker Brummett is an author and freelance writer in Colorado Springs, CO. “Like” her author
page on Facebook, or to learn more about her life and work, visit www.nancyparkerbrummett.com.

Praiseworks Quilting
8 Slices of Life: Hired Hands Part One

by Sherry Osland
Living on an 8,000-acre ranch in western Kansas, my Dad had five young un’s

as part of his “work force.”There were times, though, when he needed the help of
another two hands: older, stronger and male. Besides the ever present-rattlesnakes,
the hired hands were probably right up there in Mom’s mind in terms of watching
over her young brood (three girls, two boys). The ranch was l8 miles from the small
town our school and Church were in and 40 miles from each of three surrounding
towns that were big enough for groceries, dealerships, shopping and bars.

Yes, I said bars. While they did NOT play a part in my family’s lives, they DID
play an important part in life on the ranch. Ranch hands were hard to come by
because the ranch was, basically, almost in the middle of nowhere. Forty miles was
a hard distance to cover for someone prone to wanting a drink but with no trans-
portation to any town in any direction.

Dad had two bosses at the ranch: Sr. and Jr. They did the picking and choosing of the
hired hands. It might’ve been Jr. who went into the bars and found someone who
was down on his luck—no funds, no car, no job. Bingo! Dad’s next hired hand. He
would be driven to the ranch, introduced to Dad and dropped off at the bunk house.

The hired hands were quite a cross-section of life. There was the young, spoiled, but
good-looking boss’s son that used to saddle up his dunne-colored horse and ride off
to check cattle with a smile, a wink and singing a song about his little “Sunny-mare.”
Later, the boss’ stepson also came to work on the ranch. He was a quieter, shy sort
who ended up being at the mercy of five kids living close quarters to his room in the
bunk house. (Looking back, I’m sure that working for my Dad was a “rights-of-passage”
for the sons as young adults.) My Dad was a hard worker and expected a good
day’s work from his hired hands. He was a fair man and a good one to learn from. 

When I say “at the mercy of five kids,” it was because we felt comfortable
enough to kid around with the stepson, “Sam”. He was around 18, quiet, shy and
blushed easily. He was an innocent part (or victim) in one of our family’s stories.
The ranch house and the bunk house were pretty close together with a sidewalk
between them. There was no such thing as a lawn. There was buffalo grass in
some areas of our yard, but right around the house and bunk house was all sand.
We five kids could’ve vouched for the durability of Tonka Toy products! We had
Tonka trucks, trailers, etc. Equipped with shovels, garden hose and hoses, we had
ponds, roads, hills, pastures and fields. We played happily for hours. 

One day, in the yard, we decided to test what we had heard—“if you dig deep
enough, you’ll reach China.” By day’s end, we had a respectable 3’ by 4’ deep hole.
We hadn’t given any thought to WHERE we had dug it! We looked forward to the
next day of more digging fun. Sam, an exception to the rule of most hired hands
not having a vehicle, actually had one. He went to town early on his day off and
came home late that night on wobbly legs. We kids had no idea of the whole story,
but I remember a very red-eyed, blushing young man at the table the next
morning and Mom and Dad trying not to grin too much. We knew his eyesight
wasn’t so good, because he had glasses with pop bottle-thick lenses. Being kids,
we just figured he hadn’t seen the hole. With good humor, we decided to help him
“see” better the next time he came home after dark. Somewhere we found a pair
of bright yellow fake sunglasses with a frame about a foot wide and Mom actually
let us get them for him as a joke. Thankfully, he put them on and laughed with us.
When he left, we never saw him again, but I still remember him fondly and hope
we didn’t deter him from someday having a family.

As I said at the beginning, our hired hands were a most interesting cast of
characters that came and went on the ranch. As I’ve written about them, a thought
came to my mind and gave me pause to think. You know! For all of them who
came and went (except for my cousin), I can’t remember ever seeing ANY of them
ever again. Hum . . .

(Stay tuned for more hired hand stories in the next issue.)
Written by Sherry Osland of Praise Works Quilting in Abilene, formerly writing the Quilts That Redeem column

for The Country Register. For examples of quilting (as well as pictures of Hand-braided rugs and Quilts That
Redeem books, for sale) go to: facebook.com/praiseworksquilting 

Contact information: sherryo51@hotmail.com or 785-263-5528.
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at the
Washington County Fairgrounds, Greenwich NY

May 2-3. 2020
August 1-2, 2020

$90 - Dealer Spaces Still Available:
Accepting Antiques, Collectibles, Crafts,

& Flea Market Dealers. Large Indoor,
Outdoor and Covered Spaces

(all 1 price)

For Dealer Info or Early Buyer Info:
FAIRGROUND SHOWS NY

PO Box 528, Delmar, NY  12054
www.fairgroundshows.com
fairgroundshows@aol.com

Ph. 518-331-5004

$5 admission, $4 seniors and under-14 get in FREE
Old-Fashioned Antique Show featuring 220+ dealers, free parking, great food,

and real bathrooms. ($10 - Early Buyer days - Friday before show)

Antique Fair and Flea Market

CANCELED

SARATOGA SPRINGS HERITAGE AREA 
VISITOR CENTER

Open Year-Round

Walking Tours ~ BrochuresWalking Tours ~ Brochures
Historic Exhibits ~ Step-on Tour GuidesHistoric Exhibits ~ Step-on Tour Guides

297 Broadway, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 ~ 518-587-3241

Web: www.saratogaspringsvisitorcenter.com

Greenwich, Round Lake, Saratoga Springs

on the
Village Greens and Parks of Round Lake NY
June 27 & 28, 2020

For Dealer Info:
FAIRGROUND SHOWS NY

PO Box 528, Delmar, NY  12054
www.fairgroundshows.com/roundlake

fairgroundshows@aol.com
Ph. 518-331-5004

FREE admission, 9am-5pm Saturday and Sunday
The area’s longest running Antique Show featuring over 100 dealers
from around the US and Canada

Round Lake Antiques Festival

Thomas Jefferson famously wrote to Charles
Willson Peale in 1811 at age 68, “But though an
old man, I am but a young gardener.” Any gar-
dener who has planted peas on a brilliant spring
morning or cut zinnias on a sunny summer day
knows the feeling of  a lightened step, a younger
mood. There is mounting empirical evidence that
gardening is both good for the spirit & for the
body as well.

Of  course, you knew this all along.
1. Gardening Helps You to Stay Lean
You can expend calories by going dutifully to the gym, or you can simply live an

active life: “Non-exercise activity thermogenesis” or NEAT, is now officially recognized
as an effective way to keep incoming and outgoing calories in healthy balance. According
to Dr. James Levine of  the Mayo Clinic, engaging in everyday activities can overcome
a propensity to gain weight. “NEAT includes all those activities that render us vibrant,
unique, and independent beings,” says Dr. Levine. Gardening, for instance, expends
200-400 calories per hour!

2. Gardening Keeps Your Bones Strong
Women aged 50 and older who garden weekly have stronger bones than those who

engage in jogging, swimming, walking, or aerobics, according to a 2000 study by Dr.
Lori Turner at the University of  Arkansas. "We hadn’t expected yard work to be sig-
nificant … But there’s a lot of  weight-bearing motion going on in the garden—dig-
ging holes, pulling weeds, pushing a mower," concluded Dr. Turner.

3. People Who Garden Are Less Likely To Be Deficient in Vitamin D
Vitamin D is widely recognized as the sunshine vitamin. A deficit has been linked to

an increased risk of  a number of  ailments, including common cancers, type 1 diabetes,
and rheumatoid arthritis. Absorbing enough sunlight to allow your body to produce
sufficient vitamin D but not so much that you risk skin cancer can be tricky. Age
complicates the situation, as a person over 65 years of  age exposed to the same amount
of  sunlight as a 20-year-old person makes only about 25% of  the vitamin D.

According to Harvard Health Publications, a little sunshine can go a long way: 10 to
15 minutes of  sun on the arms and legs a few times a week can generate nearly all the
vitamin D the average person needs—assuming its rays are at a fairly direct angle. And
regardless of  age, time of  year, and other factors, regular gardening has been shown to
reduce the likelihood of  inadequate vitamin D.

4. Gardening Makes Us Happy
People who engage in green exercise, that is, activity while out in nature—even if  its

just for just a few minutes a day—enjoy greater self-esteem and improved mood,
according to an analysis by researchers at the University of  Essex. And actively playing
in the dirt can offer extra rewards. A 2007 study suggests that contact with a common
soil bacterium can increase the release of  serotonin in parts of  the brain that regulate
mood.

In other words, gardening makes us happy.
5. Gardens Build Healthy Communities
The networks and social support that come from being involved in a Community

Garden brings a whole other set of  mental health benefits. Shared experiences with
others growing traditional ethnic foods can be a starting point for understanding be-
tween cultures. The entire community benefits from a Community Garden in multiple
ways: better nutrition, enhanced mental health, social ties, and an increased apprecia-
tion of  social diversity.

6. The Fresher the Food, the Greater the Nutrient Content
Get the most out of  your vegetables by eating them fresh from the garden. Vitamin

C content can decline rapidly, particularly in leafy greens like spinach, after just three
days of  refrigeration. The best way to be sure your vegetables offer maximum nutri-
tional benefit is to grow them yourself.

–Photograph description: Bok choy is rich in vitamins C, A and calcium. For the highest benefit, prepare it
straight from the garden, stirfried very quickly until just tendercrisp.

Postscript: Thomas Jefferson died on July 4, 1826 at age 83, after a long life spent farming
and gardening… among other things.
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–Article from: Home Garden Seed Association (HGSA) www.homegardenseedassociation.com

Gardening Keeps You Healthy

Whether you’re considering the resale value of  your home
or are simply resigned to doing maintenance projects to
keep your house in good condition, your lawn and garden
could certainly benefit from some TLC of  the home im-
provement variety.

The exterior of  your house commands most first
impressions, and even mild winters inflict seasonal damage.
If  you don’t know where to start, a home improvement
project checklist may help. Consider the following lawn
and garden maintenance tips from home and garden experts
at HGTV and MarthaStewart.com:

• Start gently, remove piles of  dead leaves from the lawn.
Not only will your grass grow greener, a clean lawn helps
maximize fertilizers and pesticides. Don’t fertilize your grass too early though. April is
the general benchmark; any sooner might result in yellow spots.

• Check gutters for leaks and debris. Loose gutters cause improper drainage, so
water can collect in basements and crawl spaces. Downspouts should point away from
the foundation of  the house and must be clear of  all debris.

• Start a roof  fund. It’s a good rule of  thumb to check your roof  for rotted, buckled,
loose or missing shingles after winter because summer sun will only worsen the dam-
age. Since roof  maintenance is so expensive, it’s also smart to start a fund before you
need it.

• Remove piles of  wood or debris stacked near the home. It should be kept far away
from the foundation and stacked 18 inches off  the ground. These preventative mea-
sures help keep insect pests from exploring your home.

• Don’t strain yourself, and stay hydrated. This might be the first time you’ve done
any heavy lifting or spent hours in the sun for months. Remember to drink plenty of
fluids, take breaks and stretch your muscles. If  you suffer from backaches and muscle
strains, keep some relief  like Absorbine Jr.  (www.absorbinejr.com) on hand. Its herbal
ingredients and uncanny ability to ease muscle and back pain make it a must-have for
yard work.

• Call a professional to clean your AC unit. Heating and cooling experts recommend
an annual servicing since clean coils work more efficiently. When the summer’s blaz-
ing heat drives you indoors, your family will appreciate having an AC operating at peak
levels.

-Article from NewsUSA: www.newsusa.com

TLC Tips for Lawn and...
Garden Maintenance
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I think I was born patriotic. It may have something to do with being born on June
14th, Flag Day. I have always liked having a birthday in June. Usually the sun is shining
and the weather is nice. As a child, my birthday always lined up with the end of  the
school year and the beginning of  summer vacation. Also, having a birthday on a day
when people fly their flags, just adds to the celebration!

As a second grade teacher, I was glad to be a part of  our school’s traditional Flag
Day program. Teaching the children, patriotic songs, poems, and the history of  our
flag, was a joy and a privilege. There is nothing more joyful than seeing children marching
around the auditorium carrying their own American flag. There is nothing more
emotional than seeing children hold hands on the risers and lift them together in unity
as they sing about seeing their flag, their country’s flag and knowing they are not
alone. I guess I am just an overly sentimental person.

When I think of  how our country began, why people came here, the goals of  our
founding fathers, and the price that has been paid for our freedom, I am filled with
awe and with pride. I am also saddened by the lack of  understanding and appreciation
of  these things by some of  our population. I think we all could use a lesson in patriotism.

Memorial Day is a day that I think many don’t understand. Growing up, those older
than me called it Decoration Day. This is a day set aside to remember and honor those
who gave the ultimate sacrifice, their lives, for our country. Graves are decorated with
flags, names are read, speeches are made, parades take place. As a young person in the
high school marching band, the biggest impression made on me, was when we marched
single file to the somber tap, tap, tap on the snare drum, as we silently entered and
made our way through the cemetery. Then as we stood in somber silence, the names
were read, rifle shots fired, taps were played. We got it. We knew. We appreciated it.

Now Memorial Day has been moved from the traditional May 30th, to a Monday at
the end of  May. This makes a three day weekend, for traveling, camping, and picnics.
It takes away from the somber remembrance of  those who fought and sacrificed. The
parade in our town no longer takes us through the cemetery. The young band members
march to the library lawn and then up the street to the VFW. Yes, the names are read,
the rifles are fired, and the taps are played. But the somber march through the cemetery
has been deleted. Only a handful of  people show up in the cemeteries. Only a handful
of  people seem to care. I am thankful for the faithful few. What will happen when they
are gone?

It is not just Memorial Day that people don’t understand or remember. July 4th is
not just a day for fireworks and picnics. It is the day we remember as the signing of
our Declaration of  Independence, when we declared our freedom as a country, no
longer to be controlled as a colony. Veteran’s Day is the day to honor and recognize
our veterans – those who have served in the service and protection of  our country. I
have never understood why many get this day off  from work or school. It seems to me
that the veterans are the ones who should have this day off  from work and be honored
on this day in some way. I have been happy to see that many restaurants honor veterans
on this day.

We should never stop teaching and practicing patriotism. We need to teach the history
of  our country and to understand what it means to be a citizen of  this great land. I
think it is our responsibility. I may be a little old fashioned and I know I am a lot
patriotic.

–Roxanne Ferguson is a retired elementary teacher. She lives with her husband, Perry, in the
Tug Hill region of  New York State. They are the parents of  three grown daughters and six
grandchildren. She enjoys writing, gardening, and music. Roxanne is active in her church and

community. (For information on books by this author, please contact her at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com.)

Wit and Wisdom
Born Patriotic

by Roxanne J. Ferguson

Become Inspired
Decorating, Entertaining and Living in the
Early American Style

by Annice Bradley Rockwell

Abundance Abounds
In challenging times as well as times of

calm, abundance can always be found if
one looks close enough. It may not
necessarily come in a form that is familiar
to us, it may actually greet us in unexpected
places of  solitude. Feelings of  unease that
often leave us depleted after using
technology can often be replaced by
feelings of inner peace and abundance if
we take time in nature to just let it in.
Stolen moments replanting a bed of  fragrant thyme, little luxuries like a loyal pair of
electric yellow orioles returning to our corner birch tree to bless us with their crisp,
clean notes of  crystalline hope or a family supper taken to be enjoyed outside under
the remarkable warmth of  an ever-giving sun are reminders that we always have a
reason to be grateful.

Comforting Connections
Nature’s hand never fails to restore even the most worried soul. Moments spent

surrounded by even the smallest natural beauty has tremendous healing power. Our
outlook is organically uplifted as we gaze upon our hardy purple lilac blooms that
graced and scented our early home’s dooryard for centuries. Hikes out to a babbling
brook which was made just a bit more vocal from the beavers’ industrious spring work
cause us to pause and to wonder upon the miracles that always surround us.

Nature’s Protective Promise
And nurturing our bonds with our animals in times of  strife helps us to remain

exactly where we belong—in the present moment surrounded by connection. It is
nature’s protective promise. It is a gift given to us unconditionally and when we receive
it we feel the truest of  harmonies—a powerful harmony that aligns us, that protects
us and that keeps us whole.

–Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

Shop Local –Especially Now

    by Susan Baldani
The pandemic has hit the country

hard, and could unfortunately have
lasting ramifications for quite some
time. The economy has taken a severe
hit, and many stores, especially those
that are small and independently
owned, will be struggling to survive.
So, once this crisis is over, what can we do to help?

Next time you’re out, take a stroll around your downtown. Look closely at the local
businesses to be found there. We often drive by without giving them a second thought.
In addition to the stores you may already patronize, focus on those you may never
have taken the time to visit. Speak to the owners and salespeople and find out what
they have to offer. You never know what you might find. If  you see something you
like, buy it, and then tell other people about it.  Spread the word about these fine
establishments - word of  mouth is an effective form of  advertising and doesn’t cost
anything. I’ve often visited places because someone told me how wonderful the products
and service were in those particular shops.

Pay careful attention to the advertisements in this publications to find out what they
actually have to offer. If  some shops don’t exactly fit what you’re interested in or are
selling things you don’t usually buy, try to support them anyway. For example, if  you’re
not a knitter but know someone who is, buy special yarn and needles as gifts from
those shops that sell them. If  you have never gone antiquing, but love the look of  old
and solid furniture, browse what these types of  stores have in stock. If  you’re a novice,
you can also get all your questions answered about particular pieces or styles you’re
interested in. The owners and salespeople in these small stores are usually very
knowledgeable about their businesses.

Many of  these local mom-and-pop stores have been fixtures in their communities
for ages. The proprietors, some going back generations, have worked hard for countless
years to build up their businesses and develop loyal customer bases.  Small towns just
wouldn’t be the same without them.

So, let’s show our support for these neighborhood treasures that can be found all
across the country, in small towns and large, by buying locally and encouraging others
to do the same. You’ll not only be doing a great service, but also have fun finding
some unique and quality items to enjoy for years to come.

–Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles about small town life, décor, books and
food for various magazines across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at

suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com.

Keep Our Towns Vibrant And Strong

Kissed Quilts by Marlene Oddie

Spring Has Sprung!
In our local town we have two beautiful dogwood trees that

intertwine, each with a different color of  bloom so it actually
looks like one tree with two colors of  blooms. They are so
beautiful. When I originally finished this quilt, I quickly went
to photograph the quilt in the midst of  the trees.

This turned out to be a bit more of  a challenge as the wind
came up and the blooms on the tree were at the top of  the quilt
so I really needed a drone shot! As I was shooting by myself, I
hung the quilt using a photography background stand and would
run around to the front to attempt to get the shot before the
wind would try to blow it over. Fortunately, I’m able to share
this one with you.

Do you have special spots in your town with concentrations
of  color? I hope you get to enjoy them in the great outdoors in this beautiful spring
weather. Maybe an inspired adventure on Mother’s Day to mark the occasion.

This Island Batik collection of  fabric called “Smooch” seemed like just the palette
of  colors to use my fat quarter friendly quilt design “City Windows” and create a fresh
spring quilt. Check your local quilt shops for this collection that is arriving now.

My pattern “City Windows” is available on my website digitally or you can order it to
be mailed. There are 11 size configurations and instructions to accommodate 6 to 30
fat quarters. Check my Facebook page for the ‘Autumn’ version. Let me know by May
30, 2020, what collection you would make this in to be entered for a free pattern.

.

–Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by education, project manager by
profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA, at her quilt shop, KISSed
Quilts. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys

designing quilts and assisting in the creation of  a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Patterns,
kits and fabric are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s adventures via

http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts or http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com.

COUNTRY REGISTER RECIPE EXCHANGE

Pleasing Pot Roast
Submitted by Irene Thompson, La Junta, CO

1 beef chuck pot roast, 2 lb. 1 tablespoon cooking oil
1 package onion soup mix salt & pepper
1 large onion, cut into thin wedges 1/4 teaspoon ground allspice
4-5 ounces beef stock 1 carrot cut into thick slices

Trim fat from meat and put in a Dutch oven or deep frying pan. Brown meat 
on all sides in hot oil. Sprinkle meat with salt, pepper and onion soup mix. 
Place onions and browned meat in a slow cooker. Sprinkle with allspice and 
add beef stock. Cover and cook on low setting for 8-10 hours or until meat 
is tender (4-5 hours on high setting). Add carrots during last hour of cooking. 
Serve with your favorite potatoes or rice.

COUNTRY REGISTER RECIPE EXCHANGE

Grandma Cake
Submitted by Sharon Thompson, Decatur, IL

1/2 cup corn or canola oil 2 cups sugar
2 eggs
Mix ingredients then add:
1 teaspoon salt 2 teaspoons baking soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon 2 cups flour
Mix—mixture will be very thick but DO NOT add liquid.
Add:
1 cup chopped nuts (optional) 4 cups chopped apples
Press into a greased 9”x13” pan. 
Bake at 325-350° until bowned on top for about 1 to 1 1/4 hours.

COUNTRY REGISTER RECIPE EXCHANGE

Caramel Blondie Bars
Submitted by Fran Shaffer, Colorado Springs, CO

1 1/2 sticks unsalted butter                       2 cups brown sugar, packed
3 eggs (large) at room temperature           2 3/4 cups flour
1 teaspoon vanilla extract                         1 teaspoon baking soda
12 ounces semi-sweet chocolate chips       1/4 teaspoon salt
TOPPING:
2 tablespoons butter                                 1/4 cup half & half
1/2 cup confectioners sugar                      5 tablespoons brown sugar
3/4 cup butter toffee bits (I crush Heath bars in a food processor)

BLONDIES PREPARATION: Prepare 9”x13” baking pan with butter or Pam. 
Line pan with parchment paper. Preheat oven to 325°. Put the butter and 
sugar in a large bowl and blend with an electric mixer on medium speed. 
In a small bowl stir together eggs and vanilla and blend on LOW speed until 
combined. In a bowl, whisk together the flour, baking soda and salt. Add flour 
mixture to egg mixture and beat on LOW speed until combined. Stir in 
chocolate chips and scrape batter into buttered pan. Bake brownies for 
25-28 minutes or until center is not runny. Remove from oven and cool.
TOPPING PREPARATION: In a small saucepan combine butter and half & half 
until butter is melted. Add confectioners sugar and brown sugar and stir well 
until melted. Increase temperature to medium high and bring mixture to a 
simmer and cook for 5 minutes, until it begins to thicken. Remove pan from 
heat. Poke holes in the top of the baked blondies with a wooden skewer and 
pour the caramel topping into each one. Let cool for 1/2 hour. Delicious!
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Use Patchwork Classifieds to Advertise Your: Business For Sale • Craft Show 
Quilting Bees • Shop Space Available • Web Site • Craft Related Service.  

Not for shops unless used with a display ad.
You can advertise in the Patchwork Classifieds! A 2 x 2 space is only $40 for 2 

months of advertising! Just mail your ad & check to: 
The New York Register  • PO Box 365 • New Market, MD 21774

Deadline for July/August 2020 issue is June 1.

Classified  AdsClassified  Ads
We’re Back!

SAVE THE DATE

August 8 & 9, 2020

Hudson River Piecemakers
Quilt  Show

Lake Luzerne,  
New York

Online

Visit     NeedleTravel.com

Makes a great gift!

Quilters, Knitters,  
   NeedleArtists:  

to find shops online for FREE!  Or order the 
2020 edition of our Travel Guide for only $9.95

Find Your Favorite Shops When You Travel! 

needletravel.com or 888-737-0847 Facebook          Pinterest          Twitter

Amy Carter - Independent Ambassador
240-285-7656

cbdfromamy@gmail.com
www.Zilis.com/CBDfromAmy

www.Zilis.com/CBDfromAmy

F U L L  S P E C T R U M
H E M P  C B D  O I L

ULTRACELL — CUTTING-EDGE FORMULA. 
FABULOUS FLAVORS. ULTRA RELIEF.

Zilis products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or medical conditions. The information on the Zilis website, 
marketing materials, product labels or packaging is not intended as medical advice and should not substitute advice from a healthcare professional. Please consult with your physician or other healthcare provider 
if you have health-related questions before using any of our products or relying on any information you obtain from this website. You should discuss any medications or nutritional supplements you are using with a 
healthcare provider before using any new medications or supplements. Always review the labels, warnings, and directions included with your product before using or consuming the product and do not rely solely 
on the information shown above.

Supplement Facts
Serving Size 1 Dropper (1 mL)

Servings per 
Bottle 7 or 30

Amount per 
Serving

% Daily 
Value

Hemp Oil Extract
(from aerial parts)
   Cannabidiol (CBD)

16.67 mg

4.17 mg

±

±

± Daily Values not established.

OTHER INGREDIENTS (RAW): Purified Water, Glycerin, 
Sunflower Lecithin, Polysaccharide Blend (from Xanthan Gum 
and Acacia Gum), Citric Acid, Potassium Sorbate.

OTHER INGREDIENTS (BERRY): Purified Water, Glycerin, 
Acai Berry Extract, Natural Flavors (from Plant Extract), 
Stevia Leaf Extract (Steviol Glycosides), Sunflower 
Lecithin, Polysaccharide Blend (from Xanthan Gum and 
Acacia Gum), Potassium Sorbate.

OTHER INGREDIENTS (LEMON): Purified Water, Glycerin, 
Natural Flavors (from Plant Extract), Stevia Leaf Extract (Steviol 
Glycosides), Sunflower Lecithin, Polysaccharide Blend (from 
Xanthan Gum and Acacia Gum), Potassium Sorbate.

DIRECTIONS: Shake before using. Take one (1) dropper 
(1 mL) per day or as directed by a physician. Intended 
for oral use only. Consult your qualified healthcare 
provider prior to using this product, especially if you 
have a medical condition or are taking any medications. 
Not intended for use by pregnant or nursing women or 
anyone under age 18. Keep out of reach of children. 

DID YOU KNOW?
There is an intricate group of receptors 
within the body called the endocannabinoid 
system (ECS). This complex network impacts 
many areas of health and is most abundant 
in the brain and immune system. Studies 
have shown the ECS to be responsible for 
important functions such as sleep, relaxation, 
inflammatory responses, and cognitive 
ability. The ECS is normally fueled by the 
healthy production of endocannabinoids. 
The challenge arises when endocannabinoid 
production becomes impaired or slowed. 
The good news is that nature has gifted us 
with a solution. Phytocannabinoids innately 
occur in the hemp plant and can serve as a 
replacement for the endocannabinoids your 
body may be lacking.

THE NEWS IS OUT
Since ancient times, the hemp plant has been 
revered for an abundance of health benefits. 
Hemp is naturally rich in phytocannabinoids. 
This amazing botanical includes hundreds of 

other biologically active compounds, each 
one with its own potential for health benefits. 
However, when the plant is consumed in its full 
and natural arrangement, the potential for health 
impact explodes. This phenomenon is known as 
the “entourage effect” and it only occurs in full 
spectrum hemp oil. 

INTRODUCING ULTRACELL
Available exclusively from Zilis, UltraCell is a 
full spectrum, plant-based, and water soluble 
hemp oil. Our team of experts delicately 
extracts the complete oil profile of hemp 
to make every bottle of UltraCell. Every 
delightful serving provides phytocannabinoids, 
flavonoids, terpenes, vitamins, minerals, omega 
fatty acids, and more. UltraCell comes in three 
all natural options: delicious Lemon flavor, 
luscious Berry flavor, and hemp flavored Raw.

EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY
As we all know, oil and water don’t mix. It’s a 
widely known fact that oil-based supplements 
are poorly absorbed by the body. Our proprietary 
UltraCell technology has been developed by 
our team of experts to make the product 100% 
water soluble. Through our proprietary process, 
every compound available is delivered deep into 
your system. Bioavailability of 94% means more 
health benefits and a faster onset of action.

09.06.19

WATER SOLUBLE 
FOR ENHANCED 
ABSORPTION• CBD (topical and water soluble oil)
• CBG 
• Boosters (hemp free): UltraBurn, 
 UltraIce, Ultra Edge, UltraDream

Full Spectrum • Fabulous Flavors
Pet Friendly (UltraCell Raw)

Unique pantograph sets, hundreds of continuous-line paper, and digital patterns for machine quilting.

See our full line of patterns at: www.meadowlyon.com    913-727-3393
Unique pantograph sets, hundreds of continuous-line paper, and digital patterns for machine quilting.

See our full line of patterns at:
Unique pantograph sets, hundreds of continuous-line paper, and digital patterns for machine quilting.

Perfectly enchanting fantasy designs!

580 Second Avenue
North Troy, NY 12182

Cozy
Country

Clutter

518-233-1729

New Items Arriving Daily

We offer a full line of quilting fabric plus patterns,  
batting, sewing notions, supplies and classes.

3637 Carman Rd. • Schenectady, NY 12303
518-280-2586 • www.quiltbug.com

We ship orders to you!

Country  Primitives  Vintage  Signs
Florals  Candles  Furniture

One-of-a-kind Handmades and so much more!

A unique gathering of country and primitive home decor 
                                         by a well diversified group of juried artisans!

Visit our Facebook Page!

HOURS:
Wed. 10–3  Thurs. & Fri. 10–5

Sat. 10-4  Sun. 10–3

THE OLDE MERCANTILETHE OLDE MERCANTILE
615 Pawling Ave  Troy, NY 

518-244-3974 • www.shoptheoldemercantile.com

North Troy, Schenectady, Troy

Decorating Project & Recipes by Liberty
    by Liberty Brammer

I had been wanting to do a dried hydrangea craft of
some sort. At first, I had no dried hydrangeas. Last fall,
the middle of  the interstate median was full of  them, but
I knew it would be frowned upon if  I stopped to gather
a car full of  them with vehicles whizzing past. But I was
tempted. Then one day when I parked at the library, I
realized that there were some dried hydrangeas right in
front of  me. I wasted no time going inside to ask if  I
could have them, and then if  I could borrow some
scissors. They gladly obliged and I was tickled to finally
have the dried flowers. Well, they were wet because it had
rained a lot, but they dried out in the house in no time at
all, without any mold or mildew problems.

After I acquired the hydrangeas, I didn't know what I
would do with them right away. I waited all winter to spray
paint them.

And then, it hit me–these would make a great patriotic bouquet for Flag Day! I
checked my spray paint collection, and was very happy to see that I already had red,
white, and blue. I even had glitter, that I had bought for another occasion and had not
used. I also had a giant box, which helped contain the spray paint. The weather was
perfect-- just the right temperature, and not windy. Best of  all, I was home alone and
would not be interrupted!

Do you decorate with dried flowers? I much prefer dried flowers to artificial flowers
or silk flowers. I had only a few dried bunches of  hydrangeas. I carefully planned out
how I would spray paint them. I wanted to test each color of  spray paint, so I used a
small bunch to try out each color.

Then I sprayed the glitter spray paint on them. I decided that the glitter paint made
the white look dark, and more of  a gray. When I spray painted my larger bunches, I
only used glitter on red and blue. Again, on the large bunches, I carefully planned out
which bunch I would spray red, white, or blue, according to how I wanted to arrange
the colors in my vase. I don't always plan out things in such detail, but in this case, I am
very glad I did.

I wanted something white to hold my dried flower stems in place. I decided to pop
some unbuttered popcorn in my air popper for the vase filler. I thought it fit the
fireworks look of  the flowers. I used a large glass cookie jar for the vase. I saw that
some people also call these apothecary jars.

The popcorn held the flowers in place very easily. Don't the bunches look like bursts
of  fireworks?

Do you like to use spray paint? If  you haven't tried it yet, I encourage you to give it
a try!

–Liberty Brammer is a homeschooling mother of  two children.  She lives in southern York
County, Pennsylvania.  Liberty blogs about this and other projects at www.B4andAfters.com.

Contact her at b4andaftersblog@gmail.com, and can be found on Instagram and Pinterest.

Flag Day Fireworks Dried Flower Bouquet
Hope     by Deb Heatherly

It is hard to find words to truly express my feeling
about the current crisis that is plaguing the world.   I
for one could never have imagined a shortage of  food
and supplies, work closures, and stay at home orders
as mandates in most states - unless I did so in the
context of  a science fiction movie.   This invisible
enemy has taken over our day to day lives and is
forcing us to live in a way we never thought possible.

As quilters we face crisis in the way that women
throughout history have done.  We turn to our
stitching as a way to help others and as a means of
solace.    With this virus, fabric that may have been stashed for years has suddenly
taken on a new purpose and is being turned into face masks to help protect the front
line.  Elastic has become a commodity and hair ties and strings made from T shirts
have taken on a new life.    While we may be forced to physically remain apart, we are
coming together in a mighty way by using our sewing skills to play a supporting role.

It’s being able to help that keeps our minds from fear and gives us purpose when
our day to day lives are being turned upside down.  It’s the ‘doing’ that gives us hope.

Hope: Such a small word with only four letters, yet huge when we all hold fast to its
meaning.  We all hope that research will give us answers and a vaccine.  We hope that
those infected will recover.  And, we hope that our lives can soon return to some type
of  normal.

Today I am sharing a quilt block that I have named Hope.  Dig into your scraps and
as you stitch, pray for those on the front lines.  Then, make another block as you pray
for your family and friends.  Finally, make a third block and take time to remember the
families who have lost a loved one to this monster.  As you continue making blocks
you will soon have enough for an entire quilt - a quilt filled with hope.

This virus has touched us all in some way.    Through it all, may we remember to call
and check on friends and family and do our part by staying home to prevent the
spread.   May we always remember to be kind, and most of  all, may we never lose
hope.

Fabric Needed:
NOTE: Cutting is not given for the geese units as this will depend on which method

you are using.  You will find a tutorial on my web site for 3 methods that are created
slightly oversized and then trimmed to perfection with the Creative Grids® Ultimate
Flying Geese Tool.   You may also use the old-fashioned fold back method if  you
wish.

Light Blue
(4) 2 ½” squares, and enough to make (4) flying geese centers and (4) flying geese

sides with your preferred method.
Light Background:
(4) 2 ½” squares, (4) 2 ½” x 4 ½” rectangles, and enough to make (4) flying geese

centers with your preferred method.
Dark Blue:
Enough to make (4) flying geese sides with your preferred method.
Center square: (1) 4 ½” square.

Directions:

 Use (1) 2 ½” light blue square, (1) 2 ½” white square, and (1) 2 ½” x 4 ½”

white rectangle to make the corner units. Make (4). They should measure

4 ½” square.

 Using your preferred method make (4) flying geese with white centers and

light blue sides that measure 2 ½” x 4 ½” unfinished. (They will be 2” x 4”

finished, once sewn into the block). Use “D” on the Ultimate Flying Geese

tool to trim.

 Using your preferred method make (4) flying geese with light blue centers and

dark blue sides that measure 2 ½” x 4 ½” unfinished. (They will be 2” x 4”

finished, once sewn into the block). Use “D” on the Ultimate Flying Geese tool

to trim.

 Sew the geese together as shown.

Stacked geese unit should measure 4 ½” x 4 ½”. Make (4).

 Sew the units and center square together in rows as shown and complete the

block as shown. Block should measure 12 ½”.

–Deb Heatherly is a designer for Creative Grids® rulers and tools. When not in her studio, she
is on the road doing Creative Grids® lectures and workshops for guilds and shops across the

country. She is the designer of  the Creative Grids Cat’s Cradle tool, Strippy Stars tool, Turbo 4
Patch, Ultimate Flying Geese tool, and Cat’s Cradle XL.  She is the author of  the books

‘Cat’itude, Strippy Stars, 4-Patch Panache, The Ultimate flying Geese Book, and Catitude
XL.   Visit her website at www.Debscatsnquilts.com.  Creative Grids® fans are invited to join

her Facebook group page- Grids Girls, for tips and inspiration https://www.facebook.com/
groups/770429649800457/. You can contact her at Debscatsnquilts@aol.com. Want to

schedule a trunk show, lecture or workshop in your area? Currently booking 2021 dates.
Contact her by email or call the studio, Deb’s Cats n Quilts Designs, 828-524-9578

Country register reCipe exChange

Jasmine tea Cake
1/2 cup boiling water
4 tsp jasmine tea leaves
1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
2/3 cup sugar
2 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp allspice
1/4 tsp salt
1/4 tsp ground ginger

3/4 cup applesauce
1 beaten egg
2 tblsp cooking oil
Jasmine Glaze Stir together:
1/4 cup honey
1 cup powdered sugar
1 tblsp melted butter
*remaining tea from cake recipe

Compliments of The Country Register of South Dakota

Preheat oven to 350º. Grease and flour 6 cup fluted tube pan, set aside. 
In small bowl stir together boiling water and tea leaves. Let stand 10  
minutes. Strain liquid through fine mesh strainer, pressing tea 
leaves  to extract liquid. Discard tea leaves. Cool liquid completely.
In large mixing bowl, stir together flour, sugar, baking powder, allspice, 
salt and ginger. Make a well in center of dry mixture. 
Measure 1/4 cup of tea, *set remaining tea aside. In medium bowl,  
combine 1/4 cup tea, applesauce, egg and oil. Add all at once to dry  
mixture, stirring until just combined. Spread evenly in prepared pan.  
Bake 30 minutes or until toothpick inserted near center comes out clean. 
Make glaze while cake bakes.
Place cake in pan on wire rack. Using tines of long fork, prick warm cake 
several times. Spoon Jasmine Glaze over top of cake. Cool 10 minutes, 
remove from pan. Serve warm or at room temperature, whipped cream 
optional. Makes 10–12 servings.

Are you organizing a local 
arts, crafts, quilt or antique show?

Need exhibitors and crafters?

Advertise right here with 
The Country Register classifieds.
$40 for 2 months of advertising!

Call by June 1st to be in  
our July/August issue 

Call Toll Free 1-866-825-9217

Need to tell shoppers about the event?

www.needletravel.com
https://www.facebook.com/theoldemercantile

